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ABSTRACT

and

Middle managers possess technical knowledge
formulation and
awareness important to public policy
a predominant source of
environmental- interaction, which is

organization' Hill county
change for the organizaEion. As an

is ilr-suited
correction Departrnent,s bureaucratic sLructure
Yet this
to respond to its cornplex and unstable environmenL '
a pubric organizalion
structure is exprained because HccD is
its services are
d,irectly accountabl-e to external bodies;
and i ts environment
arnbiguously def ined and interpreted ;
rather Lhan
hostil-e. This structure encourages a reactive
the environment proactive position for the organi zaLion with
and uncer tainty
Hierarchical structure , rol-e obf igation '
middre managers t'hrough
promoEe risk - aversive activities by
Yet leadership
remaining within clear role boundaries '
appearstoinvo]-veEhedeliberateefforttocreateroom
which personal discretion
beyond normal role obligations in
for the middre
and infruence can be employed. opportunities
t,oengageinleadershipactivitieswiththeenvironmentseem
in informal
to exist as supervisors creaLe room to maneuver
sitruationsorthroughmembershipinprofessional
associations

'
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CHAPTER

I

A probation officer of my acquaintance recently remarked
that he is color blind, seeing only black and white' but not
the variations between. This vision sirnplif ies his choices
of
complex j ob Loo of ten presenting a bewil-dering array

in a
options wi th uncertain outcomes at best . unf ortunatel-y ' such
clarity of choice is obtainefl only by disregarding
inf ormation, of arbitrarily lirniting options ' The arguments
and evidence offered in this thesis, rather than presenting
clear black and white choices, can better be described as
atternpting to distinguish shades of gray between such
options

.

The focus of this thesis is on Jeadership and Ehe roLe

in a public correctional agency' In
there
examining this issue, the crit.ical questions become: is
a
evidence for asserting that the exercise of leadership in
supervisory position supposes activities other than directing
a work unit of professionals, and' if so, what constitutes
such l-eader ship? In order to accompl i sh thi s task '
leadership and organi zat ional theory are examined, and
analysis applied to a specific agency, the Hill County
corrections Departrnent. The analysis is supplemenLed by data

of

mid-management

gathered from structured interviews with various correctional
public
agency administrators, supervisory personnel ' and

policy

makers.

i t are not
s t.opic is complex and the is sues wi thin
examined to
clearly defined. organizaLional theory is
zaLional structure and
exprore the relationship between organi
Thi

between
the external organi zaLional environment;
roles; and
organi zaLional structure and administrative
Leadership
between governmental and private organizations '
f erences between
Eheory is exarnined. to explore the dif

}eadershipandlnanagement,andtheimplicationsfor
analysis of an actua]
supervisory action. observation and
Department '
correctional- agency, the Hill County corrections
theoretical
are used as an example of the interplay beEween
organi zaLion '
and practical considerations in an actual
Eo explore and
Finalry, structured interviews are employed
to the exercise
inform the issues, particularry those related
raised hy theory
of leadership in mid-management positions'
and Practice

-

overthelastdecad-e,AlvinCohnhasrepeatedly
failure at
criticized correctional management for its
leadershiP:

ItisunfortunatebutEruethatthosewhohave
, j udicial ' and
learned io- =.rtvive p"ritical
done so at
have
legislative machin-Lion=
and
agencies
significant- cost to their
not
do
but
prog rams l-- rrro=* who survive
a
taken
have
thrive, it can be said
'
view of their rores and
ffi;;;;+i"
responsrbilities.insteadoffight'ingthe
internal and
conj unction of forces between
develop
and
external agents to moniEor
programs
I
programmatic services and work with
these
correcti;nal leaders should
Z

superordinates to form a more meaningfulto be
used
aaministrative partnership. whatneeds
to be
Iaissez faire =tp.rvisory stance

a

re-directed into a positive, systematized

::l t:H : *:"' ::.il:"::.:t?:e: I ffil: ;,;'?i:'
=

maximi=ationofresources(1-987).
This critique alludes to two irnportant considerations in
the following discussion: that correctional organizaLions are
intimately and extensively affected by Lhe activities and
that
d.evelopments of organizations external to them; and

leadership inevitably involves something more Lhan the
rt
reactive implementation of externarry conceived policies is toward understanding both the opportunities and
constraints upon those in supervisory positions t'o engage in
Jeadership as well as managerial act'ivities that these
discussions evolve.
Yet this thesis concerns leadership in and from the
middle of a governmental correctional organi zaLion, not from

the top of such an organi zaLion for which cohn has argued '
This refJects an assumption that in the emploYment of
government power and the creation of goverrunent poli"y'
particulars matter; and that incremental irnprovement in
perf ormance is worth seeking (Neustadt & May, 19 86 ) '
Further, more people are employed by organi za?ions in the

middle of the structure than at the top, and those
individuals tend to be the ones concerned with the
particulars of organizational operation' (Kanter & Stein'

3

. The f ollowing testimony provided by
states senate
Richard. E. NeusLad in 1966 before the united
and OperaLions
Subcommittee on National Security Staffing
considerations
serves to ilrustrate the point that technicar
in the establishment of vision or overall Poli"Y,
enacted '
particul-ar1Y Ehose related to how such visions are
Lg.7

g; patri ,

19 86

)

are imPortant:
generally i.t9lined to
our public officers have
poficy) without
(about
make the calcuJation
botheringtheirheadstoomuchabouttheir
have
wherewithal in operating terrnscould' assure
tended to assume that if they
or
politicat assent, they could- invent'
the requisitg
i*pro.rise or somehow iorc*
(sic)
who actually
men
the
responses from
and out
government
in
work
would do the
f avoring conditions, I suspect ' becorningof
for an effective outcorne
;;";A;Isites
f aith.
decisions which take rnanagement on
not always
are
conditions
these
unfortunately,
present (Neusta.d & MaY, 1986) '
current general configurations of Jeadership as a
at the top of
concept tend to reflect or examine Jeadership
These resemble
organi zational structures (Bryrnan, 1986 ) '
Augshurg,smode]oflead'ershipwhichasserts:
inspires
Leadership is a process that: must
compete for
who
people
among
ty
prod'uctivi
"""p"tation
l imi ted resources , promotes .
works
and
zaLion,
within *rrJ-beyond tire organi
by
supported
is
piocess
toward pr"gr*i=. This
ship
leader
of
range
and =,r."*"8 = wi th a Urola
are a
awareness and abilities, keys to which
action,
toward
Senge of vision, ofientation (Augsburg
and a facility for persuasion
Col-1ege, M.A-L. handout, 1988) '

4

Leadership as explored, in this thesis and later
explicated in chapters 4 and 5 is similar to Augsburg's
mod"e

I . Leader ship i s seen as inher ing in an individual

position
occupying an organi zational position, not in the
itself, i. e. leadership is separate from conceptions of
or top adminisErator or head; in the middle of
organizations, it is discretionary to role function; it
purpose;
involves a sense of both vision and organi zaLional
or
an orientation toward action; and the use of persuasion
influence, not position power, to achieve purposes' However'
the di s tinctions between leadership and manag ernent are not
sharply defined; and may be viewed as differences in degree
on a continuum. The purpose of this thesis is to establish

manager

that leadership is d,esirabl-e and possible in t'he middle of
organi za1ions , p€rhaps even necessary; and that such
l-eadership is distinguishable f rom, indeed' necessarily
roles'
separate from, organizationally defined or managerial
As becomes evident, despite the advocacy for active '
interactive leadership by corrections managers, the evidence
for such assertions is amhiguous at best- This ambiguity,
particularly when considering the middle of the organizaLion'
is especially evident. However, as evident as the
constraints on leadership activities in correctional agencies
exist'
appear, opportunities for such activities also seem to

5

Neither HiI I County nor the Hil l County Correct j-ons
Departrnent (HCCD) exist as they are named. in this thesis The descriptions of the organization and the issues facing it
are based on agency material, and direct personal observation
by the author of an actual corrections agency. The
participants in the structured interviews also are not quoted
or cited under their actual identities. Both Hill County as

a study and the rnaterial from the sLructured interviews are
intended. to i]lustrate the theoretical discussions obtained
from a review of the relevant organizational- and leadership
literature. As this material is illustrative, it does not
intend to prove or disprove the issues or points discussed.
The choice of this gualitative approach for examining the
topic was dictated by the topic itself . While aspect.s of
managerial behavior certainly have been analyzed utilizing
statist.ical methodology, the concept of leadership appears
resistant to such analYsis Chapter 2 presents a brief picture of HCCD, dil overview
of the broader criminal justice system in which it operates,
and the issues facing that sYstem. Because HCCD is a
goverrunent organi zaLion and is part of a larger criminal
justice system, important differences between this
organi zaLion and more tlrpical

non

-

governmental organi zaLions

are examined in both chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 3 presents
organizational theory, both in terrns of an examination of how

6

organi zational strucLures and organizational environrnent

interrelate; and how orqanizational- structure and
organi zaL:-onal role or managerial positions at all leve1s
interrelate. Chapter 4 discusses leadership theory in
reference to organizational roles. As the distinctions
between leadership and management are most often clearest
when discussing top administrative positions, dD effort is
made to apply these distinctions further down the managerial
hierarchy. Chapter 5 addresses the role of the supervisor
and attendant possibilities for l-eadership within the
organization in reference to three different, exLernally
generated issues experienced at HCCD. Chapter 6 presents new
data f rorn tZ structured interviews with people who occupy
elected, governmentally appointed, dgency head, and agency
mid-management positions. These interviews are designed to
illuminate the theoretical and practical- discussions in
previous chapters. Fina1Iy, Chapter 7 summarizes and
concludes this study.

7

CHAPTER

II

(HCCD) provides
The Hill County corrections Department
data for this thesis. This chapter provides

the illustrative
a basic orientation to the department, its external operating
j'*stice
environment, and a brief discussion of the crirninal
as a
system in general. This general discussion is used
point of reference Lo subsequent theoretical discussions
concerning organizational structure and external environment '
as well as organi zaLional roles and Jeadership '
Hill County is an urban, metropolitan county with a
population of approximately 500,000 people in a midwestern

state. It is the snral-lest and most densely populated county
in the staLe, and the second most populous county in the
srate. The largest of its 19 municipalities, capital city'
It
cont,ains approximately 6 0% of the county' s population '
further serves as the county seat and the state capital '
rts
Hirl county was originally organized over 140 years agosmall size, dense population, and settl-ed character leave
little room for future growth- It has a relatively high
parks '
percentage of tax exempt land use due to extensive
private
government f acilities, and tax exernpt public and
to
co]leges (community corrections Act Plan, 1988; Report
Citizens, 1988) - Its minority population is smal-1'

B

approximately 7%, hut increasing (Coleman & Guthrie, 1986b;

, 19 86 ) .
HiIl County is governed by a

Ahlburg

seven -rnember

board of

commissionerS who serve overlapping four -year terms of

Their of f ices are not considered f ul1- time, dlthough
they occupy or can occupy a major portion of each
The county execuLive director is
comrnissioner, s activity.
the chief administrative officer of the county and is
responsible for the ad.ministraEion of board poLicy and for

of f i-ce.

of various non-elective county departments
(Report to Citizens, 1,988)
The Board of Commissioners is boEh the execut,ive and
Iegislative authority in Hill County government. In terms of
its relation to HCCD, its responsibilities are: to determine

the

management

-

the establ i shment , continuation , rnodi f ication , and
termination of correctional services and programs; to
establish the budget for the correctional system; to approve
and authorrze the implementation of the comprehensive
corrections plan; to ensure cornpliance with provisions of
state statute relative to the cofllmunity corrections act; and
to establish a1l- matters of policy in relation to
correctional- services under its authority (CCA P1an, tg8B) HiIl County boundaries are also the boundaries of one of
ten state judicial districts. The 24 judges of this district
are all individually elected officials, standing for election

9

everyfouryears.Althoughtheydonothavedirect
the community
responsibility for the administration of
chosen annually to
corrections Department', three members are
(ccA Plan' 19BB)'
sit on the corrections Management committee
TheCorrectionsManagementCornmitLeeinHillCountyisa
three members of the
six-member committee consisting of
members of the
county Board of commissioners and three
the
judicial districE. Its functions are: provide for
community corrections
executive d.irector of the Department of
provide an arena
and rnake periodic reviews of perf ormance;
can be dealt with
where special problems or poficy issues
the existing
that for some reason cannot be resoJved through
proposed new
strucEure; provide a sounding board for
updates on
departmental initiatives; receive periodic
issues; review the
deparErnent activities, concerns, and'
is forwarded to Ehe
departrnental budget each year before it
1983, Chapter 27 4i
County Board (CCA P1an, 1988; State Law,
The primary and most
and County Board Resolution 83-124) '
to hire the
important funcLion of this comrnittee is
County corrections
d.epartment director for the Hill
is the only maj or Hill County depart'ment

. HCCD
is not appointed
which has a non-erected director who
directlybytheHillCountyBoardofCommissioners.
was formed in
The Hill county corrections Department
Departrnent

l.g.T3underastatelawencouragingcountiestoassume

10

in therr
responsibility for aII correctional services
of state prison services
community, except for the provision
L973)' HCCD is
(ccA Plan, 1988; Comrnunity corrections Act',
goverrunent, operating
the second rargest department in county
out of a totaL
with a budget of approximately $19 million
(Report to Citizens ' !9BB) '
county budget of $294.5 million
HCCDhasSevenmajordivisions,eachheadedbya
of HCCD ' Each
director appointed by the executive d'irector
provides:
division reflects the areas of service it
Adult Division'
Administration, Adult Men',s workhouse'
Juvenile Boy's
Juvenile Division, Juvenile Detention center'
Division. The department
Home school, and Domestic Relations

asawho}eemploysapproximately300people.Thefocusin
The Adult Division
this analysis is on the Adurt Division.
consisting of one
has B0 positions: eight administrative'
prof essional'
division director and seven supervisors; 53
and 11
probation and parole officers; two paraprofessionals;
under $4 million
cl-erical- workers. Its budget is slightly
(CCAPJan,1988;Seeillustrations,pp]-?a&b).
Thepromu}gatedmissionstaLementoftheHillCounty
Corrections DeParErnent' is:
InordertoconLribut,etoasaferandbetter
the Hill
community, tr,. primirv rnissionisof to:
County Ce;rectilns Department
seriousness
?1d /ot
L. Reduce the frequency
by offenders under
of unlawful t"€=
departmental jurisaiction through

11

appropriate supervision, treatment,

and

custody.
2

3

4

5

6

7

B.

Provid.e relevant, accurate, timely
inforrnation and services to the courts
and the total corrections system to aid
in sound and f air decision rnaking '

Monitor and enforce orders of the court

-

and
Divert appropriate low-risk juvenile
justice
criminal
adult offendE.= from the
system to court-approved alternatives'
Assist persons referred by the farnily
court i; the resolution of custodY, .
visitat.ion, and dornestic abuse i ssues

Manage dePartmental resources cost
effectivelY and maintain ongo rng
eval-uation of all Programs '

Assist crime victims to receive
restitution and to understand and
exercise their rights under the law'
Build citizen and policy maker support
and
for community corrections programs
(Annual
d.omestic relitions services
RePort,

198? )

.

The Adult Division provid.es probat'ion supervision to all
ad.ults convicted of misdemeanors, gross misdemeanors, and

by the Hill County District Court;
provides pre-sentence investigations for aIt felons sentenced
by that court; pre-sentence investigations and' chemical
dependency assessments for a large percentage of those
convicted of misdemeanors and gross rnisdemeanors in that
court; parore supervision to arr- prison releasees residing in
felonies who are

senLenced

the county; and probation or parole supervision of those
in Hirl county.
ad.ul ts sentenced elsewhere who happen to live
TZ
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Additionally, the division administers various purchase of
service progralns, hoth pre - and post - trial-, residential- and
non residentia]. Over the last ten years, the volume of
services provided. has increased dramatically' For example'
the numher of people under felony supervision has increased
by over 3 0 0% , and the number of people on rnisdemeanor or
e"
gross misdemeanor supervision has increased by 63 (Annual
Report, 19BB) . The size of the organizaLion has not grown
with the expansion of services, nor has the number or amount
of services avaiLable to clients , ot funds for those services
been increased (CCA Plan, 1988) '
the
Ad.ul- t Divi s ion, s workf orce is Located. throughout
county. Traditional probation and parole supervision is
provided at f our dif f erent CofiIlnunity sites ' Int'ake and
InvesEigation Services, as well as the Division Direetor are
housed in a central location at the Hill County courthouse '
A fifth site, near the courthouse, houses a special services

unit.
As a governmenta] correction service organization, HCCD
does not have a product to seII for profit ' It has services
which it provid.es to persons under judicial senLence, crime

victims, j udges, and the cofilmunity as a whol-e ' Although ' in
a sense HCCD provides i us service to t'he goverrunent , i ts
primary product is Ehe time, knowledge, and prof essi-onal
expertise of its probation and parole officers interacting

13

of a criminal law
with individuals who have been convicted
are
The technofogy by which these services
violation.
In other
offered is personnel and knowledge intensive '
use their
word.s, individual probation and parole agents
justice'
training, expertise, and knowledge of crirninalpsychology,socialwork,investigatoryprocedures,€ta].in
an assigned number of
per f orrning thei r assigned duties with
clients. Prohation/parole agents can be legitimately
tend to be from a
described as professionals, arthough they
not restricted
variety of hurnan service professions and are
on a sociological
to one area of expertise. This crairn rests
two components: that the
def inition of prof essionaJisrn with
professiona]-engageinapracticewithpersonsor
in which the
organizations as clients and must make decisions

professiona]-hasdiscretiontodecidesomethingaboutthe
more than
client, s future; and that the client's interesLs'
when
personal or coillmercial prof it, should decide decisions
19? 6 ) ' They
the two are in conf lict (Reiss, 1971; Kadushin '
colrege degree'
are required to have a minimum of a four-year
grade scale at HCCD,
and to reach the top of the professional
college
they must complete a minimum of 23 post-graduate
the department have
credits. All managernent personnel within
agent position or its
been employed at the probation/parole
The hiring '
equival-ent, dlthough not necessarily at HCCD '
promoEion,and'terminationofallemployees,withthe

1,4

exception of the division directors and department director,
are governed by county Civil Service Department policies and
procedures.

Within the Adul-t Division, a probation/paroJe officer
has a variety of assigned duties . In conducting pre - sentence
investigations, the duties of the probation officer are to
meet individually with Ehe person under investigation, obtain
inf orrnation about the individual's background and current
activities , verif y such inf orrnation, prepare a state
sentencing guidelines sentencing form, write a pre-sentence

investigation, and make recofiImendations to Ehe court f or
appropriate sentencing. In preparation for all this, the
officer is expected to obtain and review a completer accurate
copy of the criminal cornplaint and as sociated pol ice reports ;
veri f y the of f ense f or which the pre - sentence inves t'igation
report is to be complet,ed; establish the exisLence and nature
of any plea agreements entered int,o by defense and
prosecuting attorneys , and perhaps t'he j udge; and conduct a
complete and thorough criminal history check. As there is no

central repository of criminal records, either in Midwest
state or the United States as a whole, this crirninal history
check wil1 involve an initial check of such state computer
and National Crime Information center computer records as are
available, and. a review of what Hill County criminal records
are available in the four different possible locations which
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they may be found. After interviewing the individual under
investigation, the officer will then contact j"risdictions in
which Lhe individual may have lived, worked, or traveled
through on a regular basis. After establishing a reasonably
accurate criminal record for this individual, the officer
then prepare a sentencing worksheet, following the rules

will
of the state sentencing Guidelines commission and state laws
pertaining to the offense of conviction ' At some point
a
during this process. if the offense of conviction involved
victirn who can be contacted, the investigator wi}l contact
that victim; inform them of their righUs under various
relevant state laws; seek information about the offense;
their desire for sanction; and their losses' if any' The
officer can then write a pre-sentence investigation reporf,
which, for felony matters, will cover approximately 6-10
pages and 20-some categories relating to the offense; the
s social
of f end.er, s thoughts about the of f €fis€; t'he of f ender'
history, education, ernployrnent, dssets; the victim' s
responses and requests for restitution; information frorn
relevant agencies which may have had contact with the
offender, such as police departments and treatment
professionals; the offender's family; whether the offense
contains elements which can be considered reasons to depart
f inally a
f rorn the state' s sentencing guidelines; and
recofirmendat

ion to the

cour

t f or sentencing '
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probation /parole off icers providing standard supervlsl-on
are expected to meeE individually with those people under

their supervision, monitor their current activiLies and
compliance with court-ordered conditions of probation,
provide assistance to such individuals in complying with the
of non cond itions of their probation, investigate evj'dence
compliance with probation cond.itions or new law violations'
make discretionary decisions on whether individuars under
their supervision shourd be returned to court for viol-ating
thei r probation, and. rnake recomlnendations to the court f or
disposition of those individuals either in violation of their
probation or who are deemed to have satisfactorily complied
with conditions of their probation. rn the normal course of
their duties, it is expected that these field
probat.ion/parole officers will be in contact with the victims

of the offense to facilitate payment of restitution and to
ensure that offenders do not re-contact victims of personal
injury of f enses; and will have establ-ished regular contact
with l-ocal law enforcement agencies in order to facilitate
awareness if people under their supervision have been

arrested for new offenses or are under investigation for such
activities . Further, probation/parole officers will be in
contact with various agencies providing service to their
clients, whet,her such service be in the nature of chemical
dependency treatrnent

, behavioral
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ad j us

trnent treatment

'

psychofogical services, 1.esidential placement, eflPloyment

services, €t a}.
Regardless of the specific nature of the function

provided by an individual probation/parole officer, b€ it
investigative or field service, their duties necessitate

consistent contact not only wiuh the individuals whom they
supervise, or investigate, but also with external actors and
agencies. Basically, individual- probation/parole agents
operate alone in interaction with their clients and
interested others util-:,zing their time and professional
knowledge to conduct their specific job roles within the
context of state Iaw and agency policy. They are accountable
to their individual supervisor for conducting their job in
accordance with accepted professional standards, dgency

policy, and state 1aw.
It is irnportant to remember that the individuals about
whom the Adult Division prepares reports or supervises
community adjustment are all individuals who have been
convicted of a criminal offense. Although HCCD does contract
with a private agency to provide bail evaluations on all
individuals arrested in Hill County; and pre- and post-court
diversion services for minor offenders; HCCD does not itself
provide services to individual-s untiL they have been
convicted of a criminal offense.

1B

The above discussion provided a basic background to

and the general f unctions of its operat j-on. Yet,

HCCD

is
only one part of a much broader criminal justice system. In
considering this larger criminal justice system, it is
imporEant to realize that it is not a tightly organized,
mutually cooperative group of subsystems. Indeed, in the
words of A. J. Reiss , Jr . :
The lega1 system is not a seamless web of
tightly articul-ated rules and roles, however,
but a loose jointed system held together at
many points by microsystems of antagonistic
cooperation and discretionary decisions
(Bordua & Reiss, 1966).
Each organizaLion in this larger system, be it police
departments, the judiciary, proseeutors, defense attorn€ys,
HCCD

probation departments, or the citizenry, can be seen to have
differing roles, conflicting goaIs, and. conflicting
perspectives on the overall aims and purposes of both the
entj-re crj-minal justice systern and each of the organizat'ions
comprising it (Bordua & Reiss, 1966) . A review of Ehe major
organi zaLional actors in the criminal j ustice system wou1d

include :

s

Eate leg islatures which create criminal- law; police

agencies who respond to reports of l-aw viol-ations;

prosecutors who charge such law viol-ations,' def ense attorneys
who defend individuals accused of Jaw violations; judges who

apply rul-es of evidence and existing laws to determine guilt
and impose sentence; and corrections departments, whether
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prison or probation/parole agencies, who enforce sentence
conditions under legal and judicial authority'
the
There are five important considerations about
upon
criminal jrstice system: it is an open system dependent
it
external forces for definition; it is basicatly reactive;
it
is characEerized by a condition of scarcity of resources;
due to
is internally competitive between subsystems ' both
the
competition for resources and competing airns of
; and it is discretionary ' These considerations
are reflected in the following t'wo claj-ms:
above all
The crirninal j ustice system is ' violat.ion
of
to the
else, reactive; r. €dctiie dependent
the
upon
laws. It i;, Eherefore,def ining laws
?.,d t'he
def ini t iona ] proc eS s of
violation'
their
etiological forces affecting
justice
is intimately
crirninaL
of
This system
Y€t
dependent upon forces external to itself,
itsel'f
unto
force
a
as
is often ""i"=pluatized.
(FridaY, 1988) is an
First, it [the criminal justice system]
personnel
in
'
open system; new cases, "h-t'g*= politig-1
rhe
in
condirions
and difr"iing
environrnent il*-t that it is forced to deal
withConstantvariationsinitsmi].ieu'
ty in
Second , there is a condi tion of scarci
as
Ehe system; shortages of resources such
time,informatiort,andpersonnelarethenorrn'
every case
The system's inability to process
criteria
prescrihed
according to- the forrnallypolice courts
, and
,
ofaf fects th; sub units
each
that
such
corrections subsections
cornpeEeswiththeothersforavailable

subsysterns

resources (Cole,

19BB) '

the rol-es
Not only can a lack of consensus be seen as to
within the
and obligations of the different organizations
consensual
criminal justice system, there are no dominant'
20

theories or models in either criminal justice or criminology
(Monk, 1988) . Nor is there general agreement on the airns,
purposes, goals, effectiveness , and desirable outcomes for
criminal- justice system interventj-on.
Indeed, both Cressey (1979) and Jeffery (1984) have
noted that contemporary criminology is shifting

from

generalized cause and effect principles characterized by the
work of Merton and Sutherland. to considerations of practical
policy related to the efficiency of criminal- justice systern
operations characterized by Wilson. This shif t away f rorn
consid.erations of why offenders offend is reflected in the
following:

But the research evidence we have examined
here indicates that I have heen engaged in a
relatively fruitless endeavor, as have other
architects of comprehensive typologies
behavior diversity rather than offense
specialization characterizes many offenders,
with the resul-t that it is difficult to place
thern in a typology (Gibbons, 1985) .
That there is not agreement on either the causation or
alteration of criminal behavior can be seen in the wide

variety of approaches to responding to criminal behavior.
Consider the question, what are the aims of criminal
justice agents? Answers range from the inLerpreLation of
events to retribution to crime prevention (Friday, 1988).
Within the first area, interpretation of events, issues range
from assigning blame to authoritatively confirming events.
The second area, retribution, offers a just deserts argument,
2\

offenders should be punished. because they deserve it - There
is much disagreement as to the type and. severity of the
punishment. The third area, cfime prevention, is
exceptional ly rnuddled . Al- ternatives f or cr ime prevention
includ.e, but are not limited to, concepts of general
deterrence, specific deterrence, absoJute deterrence,
restrictive deterrence, incapacitation, normative val-idation,
retribution, and rehabilitation, which in itself contains an
extensive catalog of areas (Friday, 19BB; Conrad , t987 ;

Harris, 198?; Petersilia, €t dI-, 1985) '
In cons ider ing the airn labeled interpretation of events
agencies such as HCCD experience changes in the demand for
services based. on societal reactions to certain cr irne
categories. In Midwest state, state staLutes reJated to the

,

offense of driving while intoxicated remained substantively
unchanged, in terms of of f ense def inition, f rom 1,97 6 to 1986 .
yet, in 197 6 , the agency handl,ed f ewer than 7 0 0 individuals
convicted of driving whi Ie intoxicat.ed of f enses ; whi Ie in
1986, the agency handled over 3,000 individuals convicted of
driving while intoxicated (Community Corrections Plan, LgBB) -

In a different area, dornestic assault, HCCD first began
rracking rhis offense in 1980 when it handled 130 individuals
convicted of it. In l-986, it hand]ed 900 individuals
convicEed of the same of f ense (Cornmunity Corrections Plan,
lggg). Both areas reflect societal changes in the valuation
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of conduct which violates those partj-cular laws, and the
application of sanction, of at least notice, to the
violators.
In considering the second area, retribution as an aim
refers to a just. deserts argurnent: offenders should be
punished solety because they deserve it (Gibbs, 1988) . This
is the rnodel and purpose reflected. by the State Sentencing
Guidelines utilized. in Midwest State and Hill County.
Specifically, the State Sentencing Guidelines' purpose is to
establish a set punislrrnent for an offender which is not
related to the personal characteristics of the offender, but
merely refJects punishrnent based on the criminal offense of
conviction and the of f end.er' s previous conviction history It specifically does not seek to rehabilitate or affect
future crimina] activitY.
The third area, crime prevention, contains many
different concepts. Deterrence itself has four different,
identifiable subsections. Deterrence, as a general concept,
is the omission of a contemplaEed act because of the
perceived risk and f ear of punishrnent f or contrary hehavior
General deterrence refers to the deterrence of potential
offenders who have not been punished. Specific deterrence
refers to the deterrence of potential offenders who have been
punished.. Absolute deterrence occurs when a potential
-

of f ender i

s deterred each tirne they contemplate committing
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type of crime. Restrictive deterrence occurs when a
potential offender curtails their criminal activity with a
view to reducing the risk of punishment or severity of
some

punishment (Gibbs, 1988)

.

The second preventative means, incapacitation, is

limited to punishments that. rnake it dif f icult, pref erably
impossible, for the offender to repeat the offense (Gibbs,
1988) , In other words, the individual who sexually assaults
children would find it difficult to re-offend while
irnprisoned . Indeed, one argument in support of the death
penalty for certain offenses is that execution incapacitates
absolutely

-

The third preventative means, normative validation,

that punishment of a crime creates , intensif ies , or
reinf orces the social condemnation of that crirne (Gibbs,
In a previous exarnple ref erring to interpretation of
19 88 ) .
evenLs, increases in the prosecution of DWI and domestic
assault were cited as examples of that airn. They also serve
as examples here, in that while the behavioral descriptions
prohibited by sEate statute have not been altered, both the
potential punishment for the offending behavior, when
convicted, and the actual sanction imposed have increased

rneans

Plan, \9BB) .
The final preventative means, rehabilitation, can be
defined as a Iega1 reaction to an offender prescribed not
(CCA
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as

punishment but in the belief that it decreases the

probability of recid.ivism (Gibbs , LgBB ) . Rehabilitation
means or techniques are innumerabl-e. For example,
rehabilitation can be consi-dered to include such diverse
elernents as: probation; parole; housing; education,'
ernployment; a1l- the varieties of individual , group, and
family therapy in the fiel-ds of psychiatry, psychology, and
social work; et aI .
Criminal justice in the United States can be described
as cyclical, ranging in purpose away from and then back to
retribution. "Not only does the predorninate aim of criminal
justice tend to vary over time, over the past century, the
predominate aims of federal- or state criminal justice has
been extremely d.isputable" (Gibbs, 1988). Further

complicating the general issues inherent in this area, are
the specific issues related to various types of actors in the
system. Public correctional agencies, such as HCCD as
defined in its mission statement, tend. to be concerned wiUh
serving public safety issues through the general aims of
deterrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation. However,
they are not the only actors in the criminal justice systemJudges , prosecutors, police, legislatures, and the various

public correctionaf agencies all- have differing and important
responsibilities within this area.
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to explain'
Quality of service outcomes are difficult
given the
measure, or even define in probation services
and
mission of enhancing publ-ic safety by surveillance
safety is
rehabilitation. Consider, if you wiLl, if public
by surveillance (i . e. catching and incarcerat'ing
probationers doing something wrong ) ' then high probation
If
revocation rates can be positively interpreted '
of
rehabilitation is the goal , then successf ur cornpletion
alternat.ively,
rehabiritative prograrns may be the rneasure, or
are
Iow recidivist rates. In the case of HCCD' both
public
legitimate pieces of the overarl goal of enhancing
safetyby,,sound.Correctiona}practice.,,Addtothisthe
is no longer
reality that, the probation/prison recommendation
in t'he
within the probation department, s discretion, dt least
enhanced

guideline
case of HccD, but based on an objective sentencing
from which the court may not depart save in limited
the agency's
circumstances, poses dif f iculties in evaluat'ing
performance

-

first and
The environment of HccD is complex. rt is
a counLy department, responsible Eo local county

foremost

government. of its $19 rnillion budget, however,

approxirnately2o1."isfromaStateDepartmentofCorrections
corrections
subsidy under the provisions of the comrnunity
Act, the rernainder is derived' f rom county tax revenues '
goverrunental
Although technically a non elective county
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department head, the executive director at HCCD Ls not
directly governed by the county hoard. The position is
judges
appointed hy a committee comprised of equal numbers of
and county board members. This represenLs a compromise from
the pre - Cofilmunity Corrections era, when the Current services

of the departmen! were provided by three separate agencies:
on.e und.er direct county board control, one under direct
udi,cial control , and one under State Department of
Corrections control (CCA Plan , 1'988 ) ' Of the thirteen
generar service areas provided by the Adult Division of HCCD,
11 are specifically mandated by state law, and' the agency is
requi red to provide thern. The rernaining Ewo areas , while
theoretically optional-, are significant to the local judges
to such an extent that they are virtually rnandatory'
significant change in any of these areas would require t'he
consent of the affected agencies external to HCCD'
The current organi zational st.ructure at HCCD provides
for potential confl-ict as county and judicial concerns do not
necessarily coincide in matters of performance, policy, or
j

financing. For example, county commissioners are responsible
evenue '
f o r f inanc ing depar trnent servi Ces f rom f oca l- tax r
The court iS a primary consumer of such services, yet does
not share financial responsibility for the provision of those
services . Arthough j udges are also erect.ed of f icials , it is
the county commissj-oners who are directly responsible to the
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electorate for county tax rates and expenditures. To add to
the confusion, because of the state money and provisions of
the state law about community correction act agencies, tlte
State Department of Corrections al-so must yearly approve the
operating plans of HCCD in order for the department to
receive its staEe revenues. The state legislature includes
in the State Department of Correction's budget monies for
Act subsidies to Community Correction
Act counties. While the distribution of Ehose aggregate
funds is based on a stat,ed. formula in the Community
Corrections Act, the aggregate amount appropriated each year
by the state legisJature is not set. The state, boEh in
terms of the legislature and the Departrnent of Corrections,
is interested. in restricting the use of its prirnary service,
state prisons, and inducing the retention of offenders within
Cornmunity Correction

, such as HCCD .
In addition Eo the Hill County commissioners, the state
legislature, and the State Department of Corrections, HCCD is
affected by a wide array of external governmental units
af f ecting the agency operations of the Adult Division: t,he
State Sentencing GuideLines Conrnission; the judges of its
local- county

sys tems

judicial district; the loca1 county attorney's of f ice.'
various city and suburban city attorney's offices; the county
sheriff and. various local police departments; and the local
public defender's office. Obviously, laws passed by the

2B

legislaLure are binding on the Adult. Courts Division and may
affect intake, wOrkload, procedures, and services . Less
obvj.ously, rules promulgated by the Department of Corrections
and the S tate Sentencing Guidel ines Commi s s ion have thre f orce
of law and affect not only intake but specific job
perf orrnance. Judicial requesLs f or service f urther af f ect
intake, and judicial- policies affect courL appearances,
violation procedures, and sentencing procedures.
prosecutorial and arrest poficies affect the pool of possible
clients.
HCCD

can be seen as existing in a diverse and complex

envi ronment .

Not only does its

f

unding derive f rorn two

different governmental units, its operations are overseen by
two different bodies of elected officials and one larger
governmental agency. The volurne of services requested is
af f ected by legislative actions, sentencing cornmission
actions, court actions, Prosecutorial actions, Folice
actions, and patterns of criminal activity. Indirectly,
d.emographics affect the potential pool of clients availab1e
to the agency. It should be noted that "crime prone"
individual s are usual ly def ined as those mal-es ag ed 18 - 3 5
(Col-eman & Guthrie, 1986a) . Public attitudes regarding crime
and public values reflect changes in arrests, prosecution,
and sentencing patterns (Barkdull , tg 88 ) . As il-lustrated
earl-ier in this chapLer, one has only to witness the dramatic
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increases in arrest and severity of handling for offenses
such as driving while intoxicated and domestic assault to
illustrate

this point.

Local political

units affect the

Iocat j-on and type of resources available wi thin the cofirmunity
(Barkdull , lgBB ) . Examples of t,his inf luence will be

discussed in Chapter 5. Less obviously, legislative
social agency decisions regarding the availability,

and

philosophy, and service delivery to other disability
such as the chemically dependent, the mentally i]I,

groups
Lhe

developmentally delayed, and the poor affect the availability
of resources, ds well as the type of client in the
system. General societal economic conditions
of funds,
not only affect taxing authorities and availability
but Ehe opport.uni ty f or correc tional cl ients to re - integ rate
into the community (O'LearY, 1987 ) correctional

it is necessary to rementber that
f1at,
HCCD,s internal organizalional hierarchY is relatively
with three levels of management: the executive director,
Returning to

division directors,
12a).

HCCD,

and supervisors

The executive director

(

see illustration

reports directly

1,

p-

to the

corrections management comrnittee, the county board, county
execuLive director, and the corrections management commitEee
(an exLernal advisory committee on correctional practices)
-

director reports to the executive director and
All other
serves at the pleasure of the executive director.

Each division
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positions within HCCD are classified within the Hill County
Civi] Service Personnel Rules (this includes the supervisory
positions ) , and are subj ect to the county-wide civil service
proced.ures f or hi ri*g , promotion/demotion, t€rmination, €t
aI . ( CCA Plan, 19 88 ) .
Since its inception as a Community Corrections Act
agency in 1,973, the Hill County Corrections Departrnent has
had three executj-ve directors. In an ef f ort to provide some
fl-avor of the direction and current culEure at Hill County
Corrections Department, the following material is drawn from
personal observaLion. The first director presided over HCCD
f or a period of approxirnately 10 years . During this period,
the agency was created under the terms of the Community
Corrections Act and evolved into the structure d,escribed
previously in this chapter. This director had a background
almost exclusively in the juvenile field of corrections, both
inside and outside Hill County. He val-ued the concept of
cofirmunity corrections, and during his tenure, the majority of
private correctional agencies contracting with Hill County
were f orrned, developed, and f unded. He delegated both the
internal interaction with subordinates and the external
interaction with agencies such as the County Board, the Hill
District Judges, and the Department of Corrections '
The second director was actively recruited from outside
of HilI County by both the County Board and the judges of the
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Hill County DistricL Court. His correctional experience
incl-uded field services, prison services, and private
agencies. He actively supported the idea of communiLy
corrections, i. e. providing services to of f enders in t.heir
owrr community. He engaged in extensive interaction with the
County Board., the Department of Corrections, and private
agencies; and demanded deference within HCCD to the State
Department of Corrections. He was perceived as popular with
and knowled.geable about both local and state elected

officials;

and adept at avoiding conflict with them-

The third and current director of

HCCD

has occupied the

rector was selec ted f rom
inside the department, and strongly recofilmended by the
previous director . Her background has incl-uded service in
all three rnaj or non - institutional divisions within the
department. She direct.ed the Juvenile Division of HCCD at
time when changes in l-aw and philosophy, particularly

posi tion f or three years .

This

d.i

a

regarding status offenders, placements, and parental
responsibility had established momentum and resulted in
subs tantial reductions in placernent costs . Frorn that
experience, she gained a reputation with boEh HiIl County
of f icial-s and personnel as an outstanding administrator.

Unlike her predecessors, she has less commitment to the idea
of serving clients in the community or providing local tax
doflars to contract agencies for correctional serviees,
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particul-ar rehabilitative services, in the corrununity.
Although she does not have the established political
connections of the previous execuLive director, she has
sought to extend her influence outside HCCD, delegating most
internal- responsibilities to a core of division directors
whom she

has hired.

The above descript.ion of the executive directors of Hill
County was intended to provide some basis for understand'ing

the historical process of the agency and the accumulated
culture within it.
At this point, a picture is emerging of the HiIl County
Corrections Depar trnent as an organi zat ion wi th a rather
trad.itional, bureaucratic structure, immersed in a diverse,
broad, and complex system, and at least potentially
influenced by a variety of other organi zatrions. Further,
discussion of issues within the criminal justice systern in
general provides some appreciation for the conflicting
expectations, lack of consensus, and general arnbiguity
inherent in the field of criminal justice, Pdrticularty as it

appfies to correctional- agencies. The next chapter addresses
the theoretical reasons for organizational structure, role,
and environment.
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CHAPTER

III

This chapt.er addresses two critical areas of
organizational theory: the interrelationship of
organizational strucLure and environment; and the
relationship of roles within the organizaLion to its

structure. The f irst section add.resses structure and
environment; the second structure and role. In focusing on
sLructure and environmenL, although environmenL emerges as a
variable critical to organizaLional structure, reasons are
discussed to explain the environment's differential effect on
goverrunental agencies, specifically HCCD. In focusing on
organizat.lonal role and structure, differences between top,
rnidd.le, and low managernent roles are explored with Special
attention to their differential responsibilities for
relationships with Ehe external environment and change Oroanizational SLructure and . Environ:nent
I.
From the variety of frameworks available to examine
organizatrional theory, I have selected Richard Daft's
approach for its clarity, scope, and Consistency' The terms,
definitions, and theories used here directly refleet Daft's
concepts. organi zaLions can be defined as social entities
that are goal - directed , del-iberately structured activity
systerns with an identif iable boundary (Daf t 1983 ) - They are
open, not closed, systems. OrganizaLional dimensions can
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be

categorized into two types: structural and contextual
Structural d,imens ions ref lect the internal characteristics of
the organi za1.ion, and include such things d's: formalization,
-

special tzation, standard Lzation, hierarchy of authority,
d.ecentral-ization, complexity, professional-ism, and personnel

iguration. Structural dimensions are static dimens j-ons
akin to personaliLy characteristics. Contextual dimensions
refer to the total organizationt size, technology, and
environment. They are deemed to inf luence st.ructure (Daf t,
1gB3). Technology and size together explain a relatively
small- amount of the variance in organi zaLional structure, and
variations in such structure require other explanations - The
dominant influence on organizational structure is usually its

conf

external environrnent (Daft, 1983; ChiId & Mansfield, 1972)'
Environmental impact on organi zaLions can be examined
When
along two dimensions: complexity and stability'
combined, these dimensions reflect the amount of uncertainty
with which an organization must cope. Essentially,
uncertainty means that decision makers don't have perfect

inforrnation about the environment on which to rnake decisions,
and concurrently have difficulty predicting ext.ernal changes
and directions (Daf t, 1983 ; Thornpson, 19? 0 ) . As uncertainty
increases, so do the difficulties and risks associated with
assessing courses of action. Environmental complexity refers
to t.he number and diversity of external elements relevant to
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an organization' s operations. Environmental stabitity

refers

to the amount of change in the environment. SLabl-e
environments tend to remain the same over a period of months
or years. In unstable environments, elements tend to shift
abruptly. This elernent also ref ers to the predictability of
change, its amounL, scope, direction, etc. (Daf t, 1983 ) .
Organizations in complex environments need a greater
number of departrnents and tasks than organizations existing
in simple environments. Buf f er departrnents and boundary
spanning rol-es protect. the technical core of the organization
from environmental uncerLainty, and. process information from
the environment to the organization as welf as represent the
organization to t.he environment (Daf t, 19 83 ; Thornpson, L97 0 )
This conception of organi zaLional development is more
-

consistent with private, industrial - t14>e organi zaLions than
it is with service-type organizations whose technicaL core,
the service provid.er, is usually in regular contact with the

t, 1989 ; Thompson, l-97 0 ) Successful firrns in a stabl,e environrnent tend to have
mechanistic or highly bureaucratized structures and
processes, whil-e successful- f irms in changing and uncertain
environments tend t.o have organic or flexible structures and
processes (Burns & Stalker, 19 61; Daft, 1983 ) . Mechanistic
environmenL

(Daf

structures are characterized by: special-ized , separate tasks ;
rigidly defined tasks; strict hierarchy of authority and
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; knowl edge and control of tasks
centralized at the top of the organiza|-ion; and vertical
corTtmunication. Organic structures are characterized by t
employees central to the common task of the department; tasks
suggested and redefined through employee interaction; less
hierarchy of authority and control with few ruJes; knowledge
and contro 1 of tasks locaEed anyarhere in the organi zation;
and lateral cofilmunication (Daft, 1983).
Weber' s ideal n'rodel of bureaucracy is similar to the
mechanistic structures previously outlined (Daft, 1983) .
cont ro1 wi t.h many rules

This model- emphasizes that rational - 1ega1 authority is the
foundation of governmental organizations, and governs the
internal activities of the organization. It has seven main
characteri stics : standardized rules and operating procedures
clear division of labor and specified job duties; clear
hierarchy of authority; hiring, job assignment, promotion

,'

based on technical competence, not subjective or personal

reasons; administrative staff have no ownership interest in
the means of production or administraLion; rights and

property of office do not belong to the incumbent; and
administrative acts, decisions, and rules are formulated and
recorded in writing (Downs, 1,967; Daft, 1983; Kadushin,
1976) . The organization of HCCD, previously noted in Chapter

, conf orms with Weber' s rnodel of hureaucracy. There is a
clear hierarchy of authority within the organization; hiring,
2
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job assignment, and promotion are based on civil service
rules, and save f or the top administrative positions, invol-ve
written and oral examinations; and ad,ministrative staf f have
no owrrership interest in the organi zat ion and have no
property interest in their office. The organizaLion itself
has standardized rules and. operating procedures
adrninistratively; and. records administrative acts and ruJes
in writing.
In conceiving of HCCD as a bureaucratic or mechanistic
structure, it is important to note that bureaucratic
structures inhibit an organization's ability to perceive and
adjust to rapid environmental change (szilagyi & wallace,
1980; DafL, 1983; Burns & Stalker, 1961; Thompson, 1970) '
The interesting comparison between theory and reality is the
d.iscrepancy between theoretical prediction and reality for
HCCD. In an environment characterized as highly uncertain
and unstable, theory and research predict that these
organi zaLional characteristics are more likeIy to exist:

organic Structure, inf orrnal and decentralized; many
departments, differentiated; many integrating roles;
extensive planning and, forecasting. When an organizaEion
perf orms ,,non - uni f orm" tasks und.er conditions of un'certainty
and unpred.ictabi 1i ty, especial ly toward. the achievement of

diffuse and amhiguous objectives, such as is characteristic
of HCCD, a more organic structure is seen aS providing a
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better fit with the environment (Greenwood, 1,981 ; Daft, 1983;
Mintzberg, 1973) . However, the structure of HCCD appears
more characterized. by mechanistic structure: formal,
centralized; few departments; few integrating roles; and
operational orientation. As was illustrated in the previous
as an organization has seven departments, each
conducting a specific unit of service. These service
,departrnents are specif icaIly directed toward operations, save

chapter.

f

HCCD

There are no f ormally

or the ad.ministrative division.

d.esignated individual-s responsible for coordinating

activities between departments

(CCA

P1an, 19BB) -

to suggest that this is
characteristic of an organizat,ion operating in an external
environment which has l-ow uncertainty and is stable (Daf t,
1983) . As has been noted, this characterization of the

Organi zaL:.onal theory wouJd tend

environment does not appear descriptive of

HCCD.

At this point, the structure of HCCD would seern at
considerable variance from theoretical expectations given its
bureaucratic or mechanistic sEructure and its uncertain,
unstable, and complex operating environrnent. Issues such as
external cont,rof , environmental hostility, and social
expectations are seen as important explanations for this
di screpancy.

Given envi ronmental- and technolog ical cons iderations

which would suggest the expectation of an organic structure,
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uncertainty coupled with a vested public interest in funding
services and addressing socially defined problems, greater
levels of accountability and control- may be demanded of a
governmental organi zation (Kad,ushin, 197 6 ) . Hence , the
bureaucratic structure often found in public social service
organizations. Bureaucratic structures have the
characteristic of concentrating power and accounEability at
the top of the organi zaLion (Daf t, 19 83 ; Burns & Stalker,
1961; Mintzberg, 1973; Pugh, 1973)Some evidence exists that external control of an
organization Eends to concent.rate decision making power at
the top of that organizaLion' s hierarchy (Daf t, 19 83 ;
Mintzherg, 1,973; Kadushin, 1-976; Carroll-, 1978) - As
Mintzberg noted:

t ef f ective mearl.s to cont ro 1 an
organization from the outside are 1) to hold
i ts most powerf ul- decis ion makers - - namely i ts
chief executive officer- -responsible for its
actions, and U to impose clearly defined

The two

rnos

standards (1973).

Certainly,

HCCD

can he characterized as being subject to

extensive outside control. Its chief executive officer is
held responsible for the actions of the agency. While
exgernal agents do not impose clearly defined standards on

the organi zaLion, the bureaucratic structure of t'he
organization provides these internally. At HCCD, conLrols
upon individual probation/parole officers discretion are
established. by cl-ose supervisory review of the agent' s
40

activiLies. Further, dgency policy prescribes that
significant actions, such as the request for a warrant, be
reviewed and approved by supervisory signature before filing.
In earlier d j-scussions of organi zaLional- theory, i t was
indicated that environrnental variables and dynarnic
environrnents tend to override other f actors , such as dg€,
size, and technical systerns in deterrnining structure, and
that the structure determined by such environments is
typically organic and decentralized. However, the irnpact of
dlmamic environ-rnents is qualif ied in this important manner:
"Conditions of extreme hostility, Iseem to reguire]
centralization no matter what other contingency factors are
present" (Mintzburg, 197 3 ) . This point is especially
applicable to social welfare and correctional agencies. They
tend to operate in environments consisting of multiple groups
and organi zaiuions which hold extensively differentiated and
often conflicting expectations regarding who should be
served, to what goals, and in what manner, There tends to be
Iitt1e natural consensus as to goals and objectives among
such diverse groups as funding and policy making bodies,
other agencies providing service Lo the same clienLele,
professional associations, labor unions, client or consumer
associations, etc. (Kadushin , L97 6 t Patti, 1977 & 1983 ) . Not
only do such service agencies exist in complex environment.s
as characterized above, the environrnents t,end to be, at least
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Social welfare organi zaLions and
corrections organizations are, to Some extent, Stigmatized by
their clientele and operate in generally hosLile environments
(Carro11, 1,g78; Kadushin, l9'76; Vinter, 1963)' Indeed' this

potentially, hostile.

point is ill-ustrated by the f ollowing quote:
Neighborhood leaders have learned that by the
use of the political process they can often
release
prevent the location of cofilmunity
j.ces
the
even
and
of
f
parole
tacilities and
These
.
parol-ees
placement of individual
the
up
way
the
pressure
all
actions put
pofitical ladder- -on ciUy councils, mayors,
lrrp.rvisors, legislators, and fina11y, the
governor (Barkdul1 , 19 88 ) .

To this point, the d.iscussion has basically

f

ocused on

a

rational systems approach to organizational theory. A
fundamental orientation of the rational sYStems model of
organizational theory is that of viewing organi zational
structures and processes as geared toward the attainment of
goa1s. These models encourage the image of leaders,/managers
as similarly rational- / calculative individuals moving toward
def ined goals (Bryman, 1986; Scott ' 1981- ) ' However ' other
l-ess rational approaches to describing organi zaLional
structure exist, and some of their implications have bearing
on the struct.ure of

HCCD

-

A garbage can rnodel- of organizational theory exists, in
which the organi zaLion i s anything but rational (Weick,

. Educational- establishments, such as universities, are
described as organi zed, anarchj-es. such attributes are like1y
1s7

6)
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where there exist problematic goals, unclear and nonproduct j-on technologies, and f luid participation. These
organj-zaLions are often characterized by a loose
Correspond.ence between system

parts,

means and ends,

intention and action, etc . (Uarch & Olsen , t97 6; Weick,
19? 6 ) . Part,icularly in governmental organi zations , such
organi za?tons often adopt procedures, practices, and
structures which are deemed desirable by society, not
necessarily in actual furtherance of agency efficiency.
"Institutional-ized organi zations must not only conf orm to
myths, but must also maintain the appearance that the myths
actually work . " (Meyer 5c Rowan , L9'77 j . Mos t governmental
units are considered to be examples of institutionalized
organizations in which the appearance of structures socially
defined as appropriate give legitimacy to the agency
regardless of their effects on its actual performance. "In
order to survive, organi zaLions conf orrn to what is societally
defined as appropriate and efficient, largely disregarding
the actual impact on organizalional performance." (Tolbert

&

Zucker, l-g 83 ) . Especially in considering governmental
agencies, whatever jokes and complaints about governmental
bureaucracy exist, society tends to expect its governmental
organizaLions to have many of the characteristics of Weber's

, L977 ; Kadushin, 197 6 ) Certainly, HCCD can be conceived to have problematic goals

bureaucrat ic model- (Meyer &

Rowan
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as

welI aS unclear and
much of its

non

activities,

-

prod.uction technology ' Indeed ' in
the effects of its interventions are

unpredictable and the risk of failure is high' The
appearance of fegitimacy, then, is important, and the
bureaucratic structure, in the above conception, helps
establish that,.
In combination, social expectations, the desirability
and reality of external control of governmental organi zatrions
in furtherance of public policy, and environmental hostility
al-l of f er reasonable explanations f ot the exis tence of a
hureaucratic or mechanisEic sEructure at HCCD despite its
existence in a rather complex, dlmarnic environrnent '
Unf ortunately, these explanations d.o not address how such
organizations resolve the perforrnance issues and
inef f iciencies which might arise f rorn such structures

-

such structure does not enhance the ability of the
organization to respond, to environmental change - Further, the

Certainly,

concentration of power and control- at the top of t'he
organi zatrion and the formalized role requirements
of such structures have implications for Ehose
in the middl-e administrative levels of such organi zaLions
(Gast, 1984; Huff, 1984; Daft, 1983) '

characteristic

II.

Orqanizational Structure and Role
In moving to the considerat,ion of organi zat ional roles,

it has been noted that bureaucratic or mechanistic structures
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tend to have formalized role expectaLions and are
distinguished by relatively vertical hierarchies - The
differences in role responsibilities vary with the position
in the org ani zaLional hi erarchy f rom top to middl-e to low '
They have irnplications for who is responsible for

relationships with the exLernal environmenL, for change
activities, and for how information is processed ' This
section explores the variations across the various levels of
assigned to
management but will_ primarily focus on the roles
middl e managernent

-

In Considering roles of rnanagers at whatever 1evel , one
of their rnost critical rol-es is seen as maintaining
organizational stability while managing change (Weinbach'
1984; Patti, tg77; Resnick, L978). When change is used here'
it is intended to mean significant changes intended to
produce a significant alteration of t'he status quo (Rockrnan'
19I B ) . There would seern to be a natural tens ion between
these two obrigations. This tension may be felt differently
depending on the responsibilities dictated by the location in
the organi zaLional- hierarchy'
Organi zaLional st,ructures are generally conceived to

possess three different leve]s of management: top' middle'

and low (Daft, 1983) . These three categories possess
different obligations, responsibilities, and competencies'
These categories are general and broad, and the distinctions
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between them tend to depend on the number of hierarchical

levels withrin an organi zat ion (Carroll , 197 B ; Child &
Mansf ield, L972; Patti, lg'71) . In correctional agencies,
such as HCCD, this number can vary f rorn as f ew as one leve1
of administration in smaller organi zaLions to numbers in
excess of 10 in larger, complex organizations. At HCCD,
Adult Division, the number of hierarchical l-evels is three:
the Departrnent Director, the Divis j-on Director, and the
various Unit Supervisors (see il-lustrations 1 & 2 , pp. 1'2 a
b)

&

.

The tasks or functions of managernent positions vary with
the hierarchical Jeve1 . The broad range of managernent tasks

can be broken down into three major functions: orQanizatrion

directing, organization managing, and organi zaLion
supervising (CarrolJ, 1978; Thompson, 1,970; Patti, 1986)'
Oroanization directing is responsible for t'he totalorgani zation. Its duties include ensuring that the
organi zaLion fits with the changing scheme of things,
discovering opportunities for the organi zatrion to satisfy its
needs and demands, and winning environmental support for
organi zational goa1s. Oroanization nlanaoino is concerned
with the acquisition and planning for the orderly and
coherent utilization of resources. oroanization suQervising
is concerned. with the utilization of resources provided by
the managing function and in orienting that util-izat.ion as
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outlined by the directing function (Carroll , 197 B; Patti,
1986; Thompson, 19?0). In considering these functions, top
management is responsible for introducing changes and
interacting with the environment. Middle managemenL is
concerned with establishing structure and poLicy. Lower
management utilizes the existing structure and policy to
implemenL changes and provide services (Carro11, L97B; Patti,
1986), As individuals ascend this type of hierarchy, a wider
rang e of action tends to be avai lable to thern, ds wel l as a
wider range of responsibilities (Mann, 19 6 5 ; Carroll , 197 8 ) .
In reference to HCCD, Classification Specifications
(l-989 ) f ormally ref lect some of Lhe distinctions mentioned
above. The Executive Director's prirnary task is to provide
overall administration of HCCD consistent with the direction
of the corrections Ir{anagement committee, county Board of
CommisSioners, Hill County District Court, and state
standards and prornulgated rules. The executive director's
primary task reflects the management task of organi zaLion
directing. The primary duties and responsibilities of the
director of the Adult Division are to, under general
d.irection of the Executive Director, be responsible f or the
planning, organizing, managing, and directing Ehe overall
operations of Ehe Adult Division. The Adu1t Division
director' s duties reflect the functions of organization
managing and directing. The prirnary role of the supervisor
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is, under the general direction of the AduIt Division
director to be responsible for the planning, organizing, and
directj-ng of all functions of a work unit consisting of
professional- staff and support personnel. The supervisors'
tasks reflect the functions of organi zaLion supervising and
managing. In reference to al-l three leveIs, Class
Specifications provide that a specific job reguirement is to
maintain cooperative relatj-onships with the Hill County
court, l-aw enf orcement agencies, other county departments, as
well as state, other county, and private sector criminaljustice organizations. As a qualification for al-I three
levels, the ability to establish and rnaintain ef f ective
working relationships both with public officials and
cofirmunity agencies is a position requirement (Classification
Specifications ,

1989 )

. Although the duties

and

responsibilities described above do widen and become l-ess
technical as the classification description moves from
supervisor to execut,ive director; the formal- acknowledgment
of external relationship requirernents at all levels reflects
the pervasiveness of environmental- rel-ationships on the
organi zaLion. However, the formal types of those
environmental interactions are restricted by both county and
agency pol icy . For exarnple, ageney initiated interaction
with the Hill County District Court on any issue with policy
implications (i.e. not specifically client related) whether
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with individual judges, judicial committees, or the entire
dist.rict court, are the sole responsibility of the executive
d.epartment director. Although these t,asks are regularly
delegated to the adult division director, and occasionally to
supervisors, this delegation occurs only after the content of
the specific initiative has been reviewed and approved by the
executive d.irector (Policy Manual-, 1988) .
The more compact the vertica] hierarchy is, the more the

directing, managing, and supervising function
overlap leve1s (Carrol1 , 197 8 ; Patti , 19 86 ) . As the vertical
nature of the hierarchy increases, the more specialization
exists between level-s. fn terms of competencies, lower
levels of management tend to emphasize the need for technical
skil-l-s and d.e-emphasLze the need for administrative skiI1s.
organj- zaLion

As the management level rises, there is l-ess emphasis on

technical proficiency and increased emphasis on
administ,rative prof iciency. In considering top management
posi tions , there is litL1e need or demand f or technicalproficiency, but extensive demands for administrative ability
(Carrol1, 1978; Daft, 1983; Mann, 1965; Patti, 1986)- A
potent ill-ustration of this point is seen in the leng th of
the classification specifications for the Hill County
Corrections Department. The shortest description is for the
executive director, Jess than one page in length and
emphasizing general adrninistrative and relationship skills.
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The description for division directors are approximately

1

7/2 pages in length and emphasLze administrative skills with
Even longer than the specifications for
more specificity.
probation/parole agent positions, which run 3 1/2 pages ' are
the specifications for the supervisory positions ' These
specifications run four pages and reflect the requirements
for both administrative cornpetencies and the technical skifls
inherent in the probation/parole agent position
(classification specifications , L9 89 ) .
Vertical differentiation also has an impact on the
cofirmunication and information processing between hierarchical
leve1s. As vertical dif f erentiation increases, corffnunication
between l-eve1s becomes increasingly dif f icult, (Downs , 1967 ) '
This difficulty appears to be one of access and distortions
in information resurtanL from power differential-s between
hierarchical Jevels (Downs , L967 ; Kanter , 1'97 9 ; Schil-it '
1985).

As is evident from the foregoing, low and middle
management positions are not considered to have a substantive

role in interaction with the environment - Top managernent is
basically considered to have the primary role in perceiving
and managing the external environment, and initiating those
internal adjustments to cope with changing external
conditions. Generally, top management has aCCesS' by virtue
of their positions, to decision makers in the external
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the organi zai*ion (Kanter ,
19? 9 ; Bennis, tg7 6; Mintzberg , 197 3 ) . This is particul-arly
true in governmental bureaucracies. As noted in the previous
section, organizations which are subj ect to external controlare charaeterized by a concentration of power at the top of

envi rorunent whose deci s j-ons af f ect

their organi zatrion.
The top does appear different from the rest of the
organization. Not only is their role conceived differently,
they are frequently located, physically or symbo1ica]Iy,
apart from the rest of the organizalion. For example, at
HCCD, the executive director and Administrative Division are
located at a physically separate site from any of the six
other divisions. The insulation of the top from the routine
operations of the organi zaLion is seen as a critical issue
for top managers. Bennis (19?6) observed that routine work
drives out non routine work for top managers. In other
word.s, the handling of routine problems which potentially are
easier, more f arniliar, and perhaps even possihle to so1ve,
drive out space and tirne for top administrators to perform
the extraordinary tasks, such as exercising discretion,
creating, planning, and leading, which are critical to their
roles (Kanter, ]-9'79; Bennis, 1,976; Vail1 , 1984)' Kanter
raises another issue related to the insulation of Eop
management from the rest of the organization:
It is the uncertainty quotient in managerial
work, ds it is come to be defined in the
51

J-arg e , modern corporation , that causes
to
managers to become so socially restricting;
d.evelop tight inner circles excluding social
strangers; to keep control in the hands of

socially homogenous peers; to stress
conformity and insist upon a diffuse,
unbounded loyalty; and to prefer ease of
communication and thus social- certainty over
the strain of dealing with people who are
different fi,97 9b) .
Because uncertainty is seen as a generic condition which

increases with hierarchical }evel in organizations "personaJ

loyalty normally demanded of subordinates by officials is
most intense at the highest Jevels of organizations" (Kanter,
19? 9b ) . In examj-ning the rol-es of l-ower and mid management ,
the above separation and desire for homogeneity may be seen
to af f ect cofiununication between hierarchical l-evel s ,
subordinate risk, and. quality of information fl-ow.
The roles of lower and mid managernent, pdrticularly in
This joint
reference to HCCD, will be considered jointly.
consideration is based on two factors. First, the
organization itself is not extensively vertically
differentiated. Second, supervisors of professionals are

generally considered in a middle management category (Kaiser
& Frey, 1,9'77; Patti, 1986; Resnick & Patti, 1980; Sarri &
Hasenfield, 1978) . As was noted in Chapter II, at least in
sociological terms, probation and parole officers can be
considered professionals

.

is a critical- piece of the organi zaLion. In
social service agencies, such as HCCD, it. is the 1evel
The middle
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responsible for both devising the means by which the

organization will accomplish its goals, and for implementing
and monitoring the accomplishment of those goals and
policies . Indeed, the middle can be viewed as:
what all
The quintessential organi zaLion
the
is
p*opi. in the middle have in coillmon
a
of
part
l*.rl* of belongirg, of being a
larger group; ig*ir, a sign that the middle is
the orgini zaLion, the holder of its (Kanter,
traditlons, the keeper of its faith
1979b)

.

s observation that the middle is the organi zaLion
needs to be contrasted with the view, pfeviously mentioned,
of the top insulating itself from the routine work of the
organi zation. In ref l-ecting on Neustad' s comrnents in the
introduction to this thesis that governmental vision and
policy need be limited by practical considerations concerning
the ability to implernent such activities, Kanter' s
reflections would require the rniddle to clearly coflIrnunicate
Kant.er,

its particular concerns to an insulated top In addition to the role obligations typically
characteristic of a supervisor , i . e. organizing, directing,
and coordinating the work of staf f ; ad.vising, educating, and
training staf f ; supporting and moLi-vating staf f ; a critical
rol-e of supervisors in human service and correctional
agencies is actively influencing ad'ministration to make
changes and inf luencing worker s to accepE t,hern (Kadushin,
The need f or such managers to act as
1,g7 6; Weinbach , 1gB4 ) .

s3

catalysts to establish and inrplement specific changes within
organi zaLions is seen as bot.h one of implementing changes as
d,irected f rom above, and one of attempting to inf luence the
organization to adopt changes perceived as necessary from
below (Weinbach,
R.esnick, 19?8) .

; Kad.ushin, 197 6; Lowenstein , L9'7 3 t
Interestingly, while change is often viewed
1984

external to human service and corrections
agencies, and rniddle managers are seen as having signif icant
role obligations in the change process, interaction with

as initiated

exLernal- originators

as a characteristic

of change or potential change is ignored
of their positions (Carroll, 1,9'l B;

, 3.952; Resnick, 1917 ) - The
following discussion would indicate that rniddle managers
spend significant time interacting with their organizaLion's

Kad.ushin,

1-g'7

6; Patti ,

3,977

;

PeJz

external environment.
In considering the differentiated

roles between

hj-erarchical- Levels of managemenL, it would seem that
coillmunicaLion between levels is important to organizational
Earlier the comment was made that verticaL
by at least two factors:
cofiununication is made difficult
Several analyses have been done which
access and distortion.
effectiveness.

inf orm both areas (Patti , t97't ; Kaiser & Frey , 1,9-17 i Cashrnan,
the findings of these
19? B , Mintzberg , 19? 3 ) . Significantly,
analyses on communication and activity by managers within
their organizaLion, also indicate that managers have
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extensive activities with others external to their
organi zati-ons (Mintzberg , 1,97 3; Patti , 19'17 ) . Although this

point is t.angential to the current discussion, it will assume
greater importance in subsequent chapters when discussing
irnplications for leadership and examining HCCD in the 1ight
of theoretical considerations.
Fj-ve dif f erent studies, variously util-;-zing sel-f reported d.ata, observational data, and cornbinations thereof ,
noted that the majority of managerial cofitmunication behaviors
occurred between managers and their subordinates (Luthans &
Larsen, 1986; Kaiser & Frey, 1-9'17; Mintzberg, t9'73; Patti,
, the second most common
incidence of managerial coflununicat,ion behavior is with others
external to the manager's organization. Generally speaking,
t977 ,. Cashman, 197I ) .

However

to cofitmunicate more wit.h such external
organi za:-ions than they do with peers, employees outside
thei r supervi sion , otr thei r superiors ; they communicat,ed by
any method with superiors least, less than 15eo of total
coflrmunications (Luthans & Larsen, 1986) . Despite the fact
that these studies ut.ilized signif icantly di f f erent
techniques, did not necessarily distinguish between
management activities based on hj-erarchical l-eveI, and were

managers tend

conducted in a variety of very different organi zaLions, they
remained remarkably consistent in their findings.

study

t1977

In Patti's

) specific to social service organizations,

5s

private,

non

-

prof it,

and goverrunental , managers interviewed

averaged eight hours of time during a 40-hour work week

interacting with individuals external to their agency- This
time expenditure exceeded by a wide margin any other activity
with the exception of time spent interacting with
subord.inates. Of the 13 possible activities discussed in
thi s stud.y, the three having relevance to external
interaction ranked 6 th, 7 th, and I th in actual tirne spent ;
and 4th, Sth, and 11th in managerial ranking of significance
to " effective j ob performance" ( Patti , 7977 ) .
While it is not surprising that such studies indicate
that tirne spent with subordinates ranks first in managerial
time expenditure, it is significant that not much time is
spent, rel-ative to other duties, with superiors or peers - It
would al-so tend to support the observation that cofiImunication
down vertical- hierarchies is much easier to accomplish - - or at
least is more accessible - - than comrnunication up verticaf
hierarchies or horizontally across departments (Downs , L967 i
Schitit, 1986). It would al-so appear thaE, regard'l-ess of a
manager,s formal role obligations, a significant amount of
their tirne and energy is directed to or required by
environmental considerations external to the organizaLionMoving frorn the issue of access to distortion, a L987
survey of over 100 managers indicated that when managers are
acting in their roles as superiors to others, they expect
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loya}ty, honesty, and effective performance from subordinates
(Bartolome & Laurent , 1gB7 ) . When they are in roles as
subordinates to others, they expect clear communication,
decisive leadership, and consistency from superiors'
Significantly, the study indicated' that when acting as
superiors, managers tend not to think or rernember what t'hey
want from their owrl superiors when they are subordinate, and
vice versa (gartolome & Laurent, 1987) ' Further' in a
re]ated study, schilit (1986 ) f ound a clear tendency that
when managers were acting in a subordinate role, they tended
to please or adapt to what they thought superiors wanted'
responding to subtle clues and withholding information and
ideas for fear of provoking displeasure- when acting in a
superior ro1e, they forgot that these distortions might be
operating. These distortions appeared to be a function of
hierarchicar power, not necessarily avoidable (schil-it, 1986;
Downs,l-96?)-Bothstudiestendedtoindicatethat
subordinates tended. to withhold or shade information
delivered to superiors out of concern, whether real or
imagined, of provoking displeasure. These studies tend to
lend credence to the following observation:
There can be great frustration in a
middleness. It often comes from the
bureaucratic squeeze: having to administer
rules one did not make, having to mohilize
may
others for tasks one did not design and
Ehe
for
Eime,
over
.
not even suPPort
rniddle , po*Lrlessness coupled wi th
accountahility, with responsibility for
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results dependent on the act.ions of others,
provokes a cautious, low- risk, play- it - safe

attitude (Kanter, L977 ) .
Certainly, to the extent this observation is accurate, it
would tend to promote a disinterest in initiating change and
a tendency to conform as closely as possible to defined
roles, policies, and procedures. Given the relatively
lirnited amount of communication with superiors, as commented
upon earl-ier, there would appear to be limited opportunit'ies
in which to advance initiatives whose acceptance is
uncertain.

In review, in the first section of this chapter, the
discussion of organj- zatrional- theory seemed to suggest that an
organization operating in a complex, diverse, dynamic
environment would adopt an organic structure characterized by
decentral-ized. power and multiple points of contact with the
environment. However, it was observed that. the structure at
HCCD is more charaeteristic of a bureaucratic or mechanistic
organiza1ion, and not as responsive to its dynamic
environment. However, additional characteristics, both of
the organi za1.ion itself and the environrnent, of f er reasonable
explanations for its structure. Such explanations include
the tendency of organi zaLions, p&rticularly governmental
organi zaLions, with dif fuse or arnbiguous goals and operating
technologies to possess structures which reflect societal
expectations of appropriateness regardLess of their efficacy
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to the organization. Further, and particularly relevant, to
HCCD, is the tendency of organizaLions subj ect to external
control to adopt structures which concenLrate power at the
top of the organization so as to enhance public
account,ability; and the tendency of organi zatrions operating
in environments characterized as hostile to adopt such
structures. Such structures have direct irnplications f or the
formalized roles of managers within Ehe organization- In the
second section of this chapter, environmental interact'ion was
d.escribed as a f unction of top managernent, not middle or
lower management. Although involvement in responding to
change was a signif icant role obl-igation of all levels,

significant constraints on activities

seem to

exist for

middle and 1ower management. Patterns of cofiImunication in
hierarchies tend to emphasize the flow of information

the potential risks in attempting to send
discordant inf orrnation upward . The f low of inf orrnation and
the relative power d.iscrepancies between various hierarchical
Ieve1s would seem to emphas lze the role of middle managers in

downward and

rather than in attempting
to influence or originate potentially discordant changes
within the organization. The next chapter attempts to
explore some of these impl icaEions in terrns of what
impl ementing pre - deterrnined change

constitutes leadership activity-
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CHAPTER

IV

InLuitively, it is relatively easy to appreciate the
dif f erence between Lead.ership and management . Operationally
Indeed, much of the
the distinctions are more difficult.

'

research on l-ead.ership uses the words l-eader, man'aq€r '
administrator, director interchangeably (BrYman, l-986 ) ' The
trai ts and skill-s d.escribed in rnuch of this research apply

equally well to any of the above listed terms
The purpose of this chapter is to differentiate
management from leadership, Pdfticularly in reference to
-

those in the rniddle of the organization. The components
which tend to distinguish leadership from management are;
inf luence /petsuasion, PurPose, and discretion (BrYman' 1986 ;
Katz & Kahn, 1-978; Zaleznik, L9'71; Hunt & osborne, ]-986) '
Management can be appropriately viewed as the exercise of
obligations created. by a particular organizational role'
Leadership can be viewed as the establishment of influence

external to the specifics of a particular role. Leadership
tends to be concerned with influencing change, and management
tend.s to be concerned wi th s tabi 1i ty, def ining and achieving
defined goals, and coping with change (BrYman, 1986; Katz &
Kahn , L97 B; Huff , 19 84 ) '
In much of the research within organizations, terms such
as l_eadership and management seem virtually indistinguishable
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(Bryman, 1986). IrTot only are the def initions for both

inconsistent, they overlap and are used interchangeably' fn
d'ef ined as a
f ormal organi zations , leadership is f requently
social influence process in which members of the group are
directed toward a specific goal or set of goals (Bryman'
merged with
19g6 ) . In this context, l-eadership is of ten
similar concepts of power and authority, concepts frequently
inherent in the position being examined (zaleznik, l.917) Lead.ership -management outcornes are measured

by such variables

as productivity or worker satisfaction. Organizatrional and
envirorunent.al variables are treated as static, if Considered

at al-I (Bryman, 1986; Zaleznik, !97'7; Gast, 1984)'
A bewildering array of leadership attributes is
presented by various researchers (Bass , 19 8 1 ; Bryman '
szilagyi & wallace, 1980) . In the trait research on

19 86 ;

leadership, sorne 36 traits in 6 areas (physical
characteristics, social background, intelligence and ability,
personality, task-rel-ated characteristics, and socialcharacteristics) have been deemed important to effective
Ieadership in organizations at various times (Bass, 1981) '
The Ohio State studies focused on two primary leader behavior
measures: col,sideration and initiating structure '
consideration is generally conceived as a l-eader' s ability to
establish calnaraderie, mutual trusL, liking ' and respecL with
subordinates (Bass, 1981 ; Bryman, 1986 ) . Initiating
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organl-ze
structure is conceived as the leader' s ability to
definitions
and structure the work context and provide clear
of role responsibilities for subordinates ' while using
the same
different terms, the Michigan studies reflected on
primary
basic behaviors (Bass, 19g1; Bryman, lgBE) - Their
a
finding was that managerial ability was related to
conception of supervj.sory ability which was Lhe individual's

work
ability to direct, orQanize and integrate subordinate
to six
acEivities. Managerial effectiveness was related
toward
basic variabr.es which included a positive attitude
of role
Superior authority, competitiveness, and the exercise
ound
power (Miner, i-9? I ) . The assessment center research f
skills '
managerial- ability related to oral communication
lead a group to
human rerations skill-s, i. e. , the ability to
need
task accomprishment without arousing hostility, and the
1"97 8 ) .
f or rapid advancement (Bass, 19 81; Miner ,
do not
The di f f icul ty wi th such s tud'i es i s that they
Indeed ' most
seek to distinguish leadership f rom managernent '
s
of them measure and concentrate on measuring a manager'
at fulfilring the defined obligations of the

effectiveness
worker
managerial position in terrns of product'ivity and
f ol-low
satisf action. However, two reasonable conclusions
traits and skil]s
f rom such stud.ies . First, the personal
out
necessary to good management, i . e. , carrying
tasks
organi zaLional role responsibilities, accomplishing

oz

',

compriance with
forwarding organi zaLional goals, and insuring
distinguishable
organi zaLional purposes, may not be all that
f rom personal-

traits and skill-s necessary to leadership

'

requires
Secondly, dist.inguishing leadership f rom management
of
consideration of different variables' If the concepts
which is
leadership and management are Eruly distinguishable'
apparent merely by
argued here, the distinctions wifl not be
zaLional- role
considering how managers fulfi11 their organi
obl-igations

-

very top
Indeed, recent discussions of Jeadership at the
skills ' but
of organi zaLions have not focused on traits and
concern
on such variables as purpose, infl-uence, discretion,
&
with change, and culture (Bennis, 1,91 6 & 1985; PeEerS
, !gB2 ) . These descriptions of what constituLes
leadership at the top translate to what may constitute
leadership further down an organizational hierarchy'
Anaturalwayofthinkingabout]-eadershipis
of
to see it as relevant to the process
intended
-that
is
changeproducing =ig"ificant
significant
a
to
reia
adaptations Lntended to quo. of course, not
alteration in the status
change is
all [perhaps not much] significant
al-1
lperhaps not
.
intended, lnd certainly not is
- To
significant
even mostl intended chinge
ore
theref
'
connect ilao*rship wj-th change
'
but many questions

Waterrnan

presents few answers
(Rockman,

19 B5

)'

invaluabl-e
A president, these days ' is an
all over
clerk. iis' services ir* on demand
washingL;;- Hi= influence' however' is a very

differentmatter.LawsandCustomste}lus
.r"ty l itt1e about Jeadership in f act
(Neustadt,

1985 ) '
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are concerned wi th leadership in
the united states' presidency. BoEh see leadership as
evid.enced by a concern with producing signif icant change '
Rocirman and Neustadt

that it is the attempt Lo
influence such change apart from the routine position
requirements of the presidency, which reflects the degree to

Both imply, significantly,

which a president exercises leadership'
Indeed, the clearest separations of leadership from

are found in writings about top management
positions such as the United States presidency, university
presidencies, and major corporate presidencies (Rockman,

management

; Neustad.t, 1986 ; Bennis, 797 6 & 1985; Peters & Waterman,
lgBZ). Of central- importance to this distinction is the
COnCept Of Creating room to maneuver . In esserl'Ce, a top
executive must create room apart from the routine managerial
tasks of the position in which to engage in leadership
behavior (Bennis, :rgl 6 & 1985; Neustad.t, 1986) . Lead.ership
1985

activities then tend to be seen as util:.zing personal
influence as opposed to position power or authority to effect
vol-untary Compliance toward the leader' S ob j ectives
(Neustadt , !986 ) . Most typically those obj ectives tend to be
concerned with images and values and establishing culture
(Bennis

,

19 84

; Peters & Waterrnan,

19 82

)'

Several Commentators have noted that in top management
positions, the trivial drives out t'he important ' and the
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routine drives out the non-routine. rn this concepLion, in
order for the Lop managers to be able to lead, they must
avoid. becoming enmeshed in the managemenL obligations
of the organization (Bennis, I97 6; Kanter & Stej-n , 1'9'7 9 ;
Neustadt, 1986; ZaLd, 1969). As applied to the United States

first

presidency, leadership exists to the extent that the
president is able to exert effecEive personal influence on
governmental action. This is cast in sharp contrast to the
exercise of formal powers of the presidency as manager of
various goverrunental tasks, dS manager of the executive
branch, 01. as designated. initiator of various legisl-aLive
acLions, such as the budget (Neustadt , L986 ) . When this
distinction is drawn f rom the corporate worl-d, leadership
tends to be cast as the creation of corporate culture.
,,Lead.ers help to def ine reality

f

or others; they interpret

ive meaning and perspective to events" (Morf "y '
1gg4). The leadership function is seen as one of explicating
values, €stablishing cul-ture, and creating images which
act.ions ,

g

provide di rections f or others in the organi zaLion (zaLeznik,
tgjj ) . ,,CruciaL to this concept, is that the leader take the
val-ues and needs of the f oI lowers into account ; and that the
ol-lowers perceive this; else they may not be persuaded or
motivated to fo110w" (Burns, 1g?g) . This again is contrasted
f

to managerial tasks and is only tangentially
definite, measurable organizaLional goals.
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related to

Indeed, leadership in the above sense is more related to
the exercise of an influence process as opposed to the
exercise of power or authority vested in a position- While
the distinction

between the use of influence or the use of

power and authority vested in a position to effect change

not be critical

may

for top managers within their organizaLion,

it has important implications when considering the
organi zationally defined roles of top managers. In previous
discussion, it was noted that top management, particularly in
concerned with the
bureaucratic organi zaLions, is critically
external environment of the organi zaLion. In such an arena,
the power and authority of a particular organi zation position

is less 1ikeIy to be effective than is the ability to
influence the voluntary compliance or Cooperation of
important external actors In moving Eoward consideration of leadership at the
level of middle management, the concept of creating room to
importance. Ind'eed, Brlrman, in
maneuver is of critical
conlmenting on the paucity of materiaf which distinguished

between leader ship and management Coillmented

:

Leadership, Pdrticularly good leadership, ffidY
adhere in the blunt refusal to Lake too much
as given. The ability to winkle out room for
manoeuvre by the j udicious and of ten politicaldeployment or strategies of independence, is
somewhat understated. in Ehe implicit view of
Lhe interaction between organi za9ional and
leadership variahles ( 19 86 ) -
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distinction here is Lhe distinction between
engaging in discretionary behavior or merely adhering to the
requirements of a particular organi zaLional position.
In a series of studies conducted in the }ate 197 0' s and
early 1980's, HunL and Osborne examined the effects of the
The critical

distinction between discretionary leader behavior and
required managerial behavior across three different types of
and
organi zaLions: fraternities, public utilities,
tel-ecomrnunications uni ts ( 197 I - 19 82 ) . Al though thei r ini tial
study seemed to indicate a worker satisfaction preference for
required manager j-aI behavior, the other two studies seemed to
indicate that discretionary l-eadership was generally
associated with greaLer work unit performance, job
sat j-sf action, j ob invol-vement, et a1 . In general , when the
environmental, contextual, and structural complexity of Ehe
organization is considerable, discretionary leadership has a
stronger impact on work unit outcomes than required
managerial behavior: "Leader action attributed to the
superior is expected to have a more dramaLic impact on
subord.inate affective states than that action attributed to
role requirements" (Hunt, Osborne & Schuler, 197B , 1982) .
Again, discretionary leadership was basically conceived as
behavior that was under the individual ' s cont.rol ; whi ]e
reguired managerial behavior was behavior dictated by the
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role requirements of the individual's position (Hunt

&

Osborne, 1,978, 1,982, L984)'

of these stud'ies are: the
implicit assumption that discretionary readership is always
desirabl-e; and that the exercise of leadership occurs only
within the context of a work group or within their knowledge
(Gast, l-984). The major contribut'ion of this distinction'
however, is its usefulness in separating a concept of
Ieadership f rorn that of nanagement ' Simil-ar to the
The two major difficutties

d.iscussions of top management's use of personal influence
constituting evidence of leadership as opposed to the

utilization of vested position power and authority, this
distinction vests leadership behavior in the individual' s
ability to exercise personal influence as opposed to the
exercise of obrigations created. by the particular positionIn considering the criticisms of these studies, it is
important to consider that the exercise of d.iscretion by
middle managers would tend to transcend the particular
confines of their work units. Indeed, the opportunities to
exercise discretionary hehavior, or to create room in which
to do so, are as 1ike1y to exist external to their particular
work unit as within it (Gast, 1984) ' If for no other reason'
this wourd be true because their organizationally defined
role requirements pertain primarily to their work unit in
their area of responsibilitY'
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An alternative manner of visualtzing this issue is to

consider managerial jobs as consisting of three components;
an inner core of demands, an outer boundary of constraints,
and an in-between area of choice or discretion (Stewart,
Lg82; pfeffer & Salanick, 1978) . Demands are activities

a

manager must perform, 1est. organi za?ional sanctions be

invoked. These are d.utj-es which are required f ormally and
explicitfy by the organizaLion and the manager's ro1e.
Constraints are factors internal and external to the
organization which limit what a manager can do, i.e., laws,
policies, regulations, resource restrictions, technology,
attitudes toward. the manager, the extent to which the
manager's area of responsibility is defined and enforced, and
the probability of outcome acceptance. Choices or discretion
can be conceived of as the rniddle ground between demands and
constraints (Stewart, 1982) . The exercise of managerial

ohligations can be accompl-ished by staying within the demands
of the job. Exercising leadership in such a position,
however, would appear to invoJve expanding the area of choice
and seeking to stretch, alter, or change the ouLer boundary
of constraints. This would involve the use of influence and
persuasion as opposed to rnerely exercising power and
obligations inherent in the particul,ar position.
The conclusion may have been reasonable, but
the report was Ies s than wel l- prepared , and
the tirning left sornething to be desired for a
new boy in town who was not looking for
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like the
instant enernies among bureaucratscharnber
of
director of public works or the
cofiunerce (Jacobs, 1,979) -

Jacobs was describing the public release of a report
which affected numerous city departments, and the vigneLte

illustrates key points regarding discretion ' constraints ' and
organi zattons. First, discretion is rarely unilateral; it is
most often shared. rn order to exercise discretion, managers
must depend. both on their superiors for support and their
subordinates for performance (Pfeffer & salanick, 1978) '
Second, discretionary leadership may not always be desirable
in organizations. rt is possibr-e and conceivabre that one
part of an organi zation may prosper in such an' exercise ' but
(Gast'
another part or the organizaLion as a whole may suffer
Third, noL all- parts of an organization share the
l-984 ) .
at
same environmenL (Kanter, 19?9) ' Not only may individuals
dif f erent ]eve]s of an organization's krierarchy have
different perspectives on an event; different divisions
within an organi zaLion may have significantly different
interesLs in the same event. For example, at HCCD, state law
to
changes regarding the reference of juvenile offenders
adult court before the offenders are 18 years o1d affect both

divisions dif f erenLly. rn this exarnple, once a juvenile is
successfully referred to adult court, the juvenile is no
longer the responsibility of the Juvenile Division' nor is
the juvenile eligihle for services from agencies that
10

exclusively serve people under the age of 18. This does
place an unusual burd.en on the Adult Division, whose services
are geared for individuals over the age of 18, and who may
not be able to legally serve those under the age of 18. This
example serves to ill-ustrate

how different

divisions within

one organi zation can perceive external change similarly,
have dif f ering desires

f

but

or the d.irection of the change.

Leadership then is seen primarily as an influence
process which changes or attempts to change the preference of
those being influenced.

It is an increment over and above

mechanical compliance with the position requirements of the

organization (Etzioni ,

L969

; Katz & Kahn ,

\9'7

B; Zaleznik,

1977; Stewart , 1982 ) . Further, l-eadership in the middle
positions of the organizaLion seems to require discretionary
action, expanding the area of choice between the boundaries
of organi zaLional role and various internal- or exLernal
constraints.

The next chapter examines the opportunities

leadership from the middle at

HCCD.

11,

for

CHAPTER V

In the first chapter, correctional management's failure
to l-ead was criticized by Cohn (p.2 ) . The essence of hris
observation is that the mere exercise of role
responsibilit,ies in the administration of public policy is
insuf f icient to the adequate f orrnulat, ion of correctional
policy and ultimately detrimental- to correctional
organizations and their clientele. Unfortunately, ds is
characteristic of the coilImentaries on Jeadership and
management, while the irnportance of attending to the
organization,s external environment and developing functional
relationships with it is noted, how these relationships are
achieved. or executed is not treated., particul-arIy in light of
various organi zational role obligations.
This chapter and the next focus precisely on this issue
in terms of the supervisory role aL HCCD. This chapter
addresses the operations at HCCD in light of the theoretical
d.iscussions of previous chapters. The f ocus is on
illustrating the dorninant role of external actors re1ative to
the role of supervisor in relation to change
activities , and leadership and the supervisory role.
In order to accomplish this, the organizatrional purposes
and f unctions of HCCD, AduJt Division, are reviewed, f ol,lowed
by a discussion of three specific issues relative to t'hat

HCCD,
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division:

the increased demand for services; proposed state

guidelines commission changes regarding guidelines for
condition of probation; and zoning regulat.ions regarding
correctionaf programs. Discussions of these issues
il-l-ustrate the extensive impact of the external environment
on

HCCD

and the manner in which the organi zatrion copes with

the environrnent. This cornplex, uncertain environment is
typical for governmental social welfare and correctional
organi zaLions

:

typically operate in a task
environment consist.ing of groups and
organizations that hold mulLiple and often
conflicting expectations regarding who should
be served, to what ends, and in what manner .
. There is 1ike1y to be little natural
consensus as to goals and obj ectives among
such diverse groups as funding and poLicy
making bodies, other agencies that provide
Such agencies

services to the same clientele, professional
associations, labor unions, client or consumer
associations, and so on (Patti, l-983).
Prior theoretical- discussions of leadership sought to

distinguish l-eadership f rom management. Management in terrns
of relationship wi th the environrnent can be conceived as the
reactive implementation of externally directed change.
Management can be merely a passive recipient and implementer
of externaL mandates and still be considered effective
(Patti, 1986). Leadership, however, in the same
relationship, can be conceived as the effort to influence the
nature and direction of externally created policy or change
which affects the organizaLion.
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How and

where environmental

occurs; the relationship of information and
technical- knowledge in the process of creating public polity;
and the concept of attempting to frame or influence the basis
interaction

of discussion on policy issues are examined as evidence of
Jeadership.
The Adult Division at HCCD is headed by a Division

Director who is appointed by the Department Director; it is
comprised of seven different units, each headed by a
2, page 12b) - There are a total
supervisor (see illustration
of 54 probation officers, 7 supervisors, and 18 clerical and
support personnel employed in the division ' One unit
provides pre-sentence investigation services to the District
Court and a second provides intake and court Coverage
functions. Both are located in the Hill County Court

House

-

Another unit provides services to those individ.uals sentenced
by the court who are not placed on formal probation but whom
Lhe court required to perform a specific task, such as
attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous, Compl-etion of a smaJ1
amount of restiEution, of perf ormance of voluntary cofiImunity
service in lieu of incarceration. The remaining four units
are l-ocated in four different comrnunity sites throughout the
county and provide probation and parole field services - All
services provided by those employed within the organization
are provided to (or in reference to) individuals convicted of
a criminal offense'
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A probation and parole officer's role is difficul-t to
describe. It can appropriately be conceptual-ized as the
means through which the agency accomplishes its mission to

contribute to a safer and betLer coilununity by reducing the
frequency and./or seriousness of unlawfuJ acts hy offenders
und.er departmenEal j urisdiction through appropriate

supervision, treatment, and custody (Mission Statement,
Chapter ZJ . The purpose of the probation officer at HCCD can
be conceived of as dual : attempting rehabili tat j-on of
offenders and thereby ensuring public safety through
conformity with social standards and laws; and responding to
offender violat,ions of laws and court orders by seeking
further judicial sanction of the offender, thereby also,
however temporarilyr ensuring public safety- The tasks of

probation officers are varied. When conducting pre-sentence
investigations, the probation officer is expected to meet
individually with the person under investigation, obtain
information about the individual' s background and current

activities, verify such information, and make reconmendations
to the court for appropriate sentencing. Probation and
parole officers providing field supervision are expected to
meet individually with those people under their supervision,
monitor their current activities and compliance with court ordered conditions of probation, provide assistance to such
individuals in complying with the condiLions of their
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probation, investigate evidence of non-compliance with
probation conditions or new }aw violations, make
discretionary decisions on whether individuals under their
supervision should be returned to court for violating threir
probation , and make recofitmendations to the court f or
disposition of those individ.uals either in violation of their
probation or who have satisfactorily complied with conditions
of their probation. Regardless of the specific nature of the
function provid.ed by an individual probation and parole
officer, be it investigative or field service. their duties
necessitate consistent contact with external- actors. For
example, in supervising probation cases, the probation
officer wil-l be in contact with the district court which
placed the individual on probation; and in providing parol-e
services, will be in contact with the paroling authority of
the state department of corrections which released the
offender from prison. Additionally, the officer will- be in
regular contact with various pol-ice authorities, treatment
providers, COrrectional service agencies, crime victims,
prosecuting and defense attorneys, and various other
community agencies. The duties of the probation officer are
such that , in agg regate , they have rnore contact wi th various
external actors- -particularly the Hill County judges and the
State Department of Corrections - - than any administrative
member

of the Hill County Corrections Department.
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How they

orce cond.itions of probation and parole i s directly
affected by the sentencing practices of the HiIl County
judges, the policies promulgated by the StaLe Sentencing
Guidelines Commission, and the policies of the State
Department of Corrections, as well as the internal policies
enf

of their own agency. Further, their ability to assist
offenders in complying with condiLions of probation or parole
are affected by the variety and availahility of various Lypes
of treaLrnent, employment, and educational- resources within
the community, and the availability of funds with which to
pay for such services.
In the performance of their duties, probation officers
utilize their professj-onal knowledge and expertise in the
course of provid,ing services to clients. What these
individ.ual probation and parole officers do is the service
offered by the Hill County Corrections Department. In terms
of organizational theory, Ehe probation/parole officers and
their service are the production core and technology of the
organization. The output or product of a service
organization is intangible, and often consists of information
or knowled.ge; f urther, in a service organi zaLion, the
producer and user of the service interact in order to provide
the service (Daft, 1989) . This is unlike manufacturing firms
which can produce physical products such as cars in one
place , sel- 1 thern to consumers in another place , artd never
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have the consumer meet the producer of the Car' In
manufacturing firms, technical core employees do not have to
deal with customers. The organization provides huffer and'
bound.ary spanning personnel , who d.eal- with the external

environment (such as salespeople) and thereby insulate the
technical core emptoyees from environmental interaction
(Daft,1989).Further,theservicesprovidedatHCCDCanbe
consj-dered, a non routine technology in that task variety is
high and the analyzability of the work activities is Iow
(Daft, 1989) . In terms of task variety at HCCD, while
problems in dealing with of f end.ers are not unexpected, the
range of offending behaviors and. personal circumstances is
wide. In terms of analyzability of probation services, both

the causes and soJutions to problems encountered are unclear
and not dependent on resolution through the application of
standard procedures. Although there may be extensive
policies and procedures which address what probation officers
may do in a given situation, the specific appl-ication to a
given individual

situation is highly discretionary,

dependent on the application of individual

and

wisdom and

experience not reducible to standardized procedures (Daft,
19 B9 ; O' LearY, 19 87 ; Harris , 19 87 ) '
As is evident frorn the previous d'iscussion, the
technology and prod.uction base of HCCD i s in regular

and

intimate cont.act with the external environment, and must he
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in order to accornplish the tasks dictated by their job
duties. The rnost apparent implication of this is that it is
impossible for the organization to insulate its t.echnology
and production core f rom environmental- change. Accordingly,
environmental- variables may affect this revel- of the
organization without the intention, or perhaps the knowl-edge,
of the departrnent administration. Further, it is more
difficult for the administration to control the nature,
1eve1, and results of the probation officers' interactions
with signif icant external actors . For exarnple, probation
officers have regular and extensive contact with individual
judges. including those three judges who sit on the
corrections management committee. rn conLrast, it is
extrernely unlikely that a Ford assembly line worker wou1d
have extensive, routine contact with a rnember of the Ford
board of directors to whom Ford's CEO is answerable. The
second implication is more important in a sense, for it is
relevant to where environmental change rnay be noticed first
in the organizatj-on. rn the case of HCCD, it is 1ikeIy, due
to the nature of the j ob duties of the probation and. parole
officers, that they will first feel the impact of significant
environmental changes on the organization, be it changes in
funding avaj-lability for clients, changing needs of clienLs,
different enforcement patterns by police, different
availability of treatment, resources, or changes in sentencing
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. According Iy , clear coiltmunication up the ver t ical
hierarchy at HCCD regarding environmental change, either
perceived or felt first at the bottom of the organization, is
crucial to the organizaLion's ability to either initiate or
respond in an effective manner to the external environmenL Yet, ds was noted in Chapter 3 , cofilmunication upward in
vertical hierarchies is subject to distortions which are not
prac tices

necessarily avoidable (Bartolome & Laurent, 1987; Luthans &
Larsen, 1986; Schilit, L986) Although the top adrninistration of HCCD may well be
first aware of policy changes adopted by or under
consideration by external actors, how those policies are

is actually affected,
are as ]ikely to be seen at the operational level of the
organization. Unless inf ormat.ion is returned up the
organi zaLional hierarchy as to the impact or potential impact
of these policies, the impact of the policies is likely to
remain outsid.e Ehe awareness of both upper ad,ministration and
implemenLed and execuLed., and how HCCD

policy making authoritY.
At HCCD, the supervisor's role is to establish and
util- ize organi zational s tructure and policy to implement
changes in the organi zaLion and to ensure that the service of
the organizaLion is provided in an effective, Professional
manner . At HCCD, the tlrpical- role f unctions of a supervisor
cert.ainly apply, i.e. assigning work, rnonitoring adherence to
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practices. Accordingly, clear corrununication up the vertical
hierarchy at HCCD regarding environmental change, either
perceived or felt first at the bottom of the organization, is
crucial- to t,he organization's ability to either initiate or
respond in an effective manner to the external environment.
Yet, ds was noted in Chapter 3 , communication upward in
vertical- hierarchies is subj ect to distortions which are not
necessarily avoidable (Bartolome & Laurent, 1987; Luthans &
Larsen, 1986; Schilit, 1986).
Although the top administration of

HCCD may

well

be

first aware of policy changes adopted by or under
considerati-on by external actors, how those policies are
implemented and executed, and how HCCD is actually affected,
are as like1y to be seen at the operational 1eveI of the
organization. Unless information is returned up the
organizational hierarchy as to the impact or potential impact
of these policies, the impact of the policies is likely to
remain outside the awareness of both upper administration and
policy making authority.
At HCCD, the supervisor's role is to establish and
util ize organizational structure and pof icy to implernent
changes in the organi zaLion and to ensure that the service of
the organization is provided in an effective, professional
manner . At HCCD , Lhe typical- role f unctions of a supervi sor
certainly apply, i. e. assigning work, monitoring adherence to
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agency policy, training, evaluati.g, and disciplining staff,

motivating staff, et aI. One of the primary functions of the
supervisor at HCCD is as a timit to the discretion of the
professional staff (Kadushin, L976; Kaiser & Frey, L977;

Patt,i,

. All reports and recommendations made by
prof essiona1 staf f to ei ther j udges or the Departrnent of
Corrections are rnade in writing. These recommendations are
reviewed and approved by the supervisor, and cannot be
submitted without such approval. Additionally, the
supervisor is responsible for rnonitoring and reporting upon
the performance of external agencies frorn which the
department purchases services for clients. And Iastly, Lhe
supervisor is responsible for ensuring that professj-onal
praetices in his or her unit are in conformance with agency
policy. This function also entails implementing changes
directed by the agency in compl-iance with changing external
expectations . These l-as t Lwo tasks are accomplished both
through regular ly scheduled f u11 work g roup rneeting s and
regular, routine discussions with individual agents regarding
specif ic case problems as well- as general case reviews. The
supervisors inEerviewed for Chapter 6 indicated that by far
the largest percentage of their time was spent in such
activities with subordinates. This ref lects the discussi-ons
on mid management time utilization outlined in Chapter 3. As
the work groups at HCCD are geographically separate, the
1986 )
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primary source of contact with other work unit supervisors
and the division director occurs at. the twice-monthly

admj-nistrative meeting. These meetings constitute the primary
means of communication both up and down the hierarchy at
HCCD. The meetings are conducted and the agenda set hy the

This emphasizes the tendency of
informat,ion and cofilmunication to flow downward in the
hierarchy, and reflects the theoretical observations
regarding the dif f icult,y in transmitting information upward.
In setting the agenda, the division director ensures that his

division director.

inf ormation is transrnitted downward in the hierarchy. In
order to transmit information upward, a supervisor must take
the initiative to ask for an iLem to be placed on the agenda,
or , alternatively, raise a point of inf ormaLion relat j-ve to a

set agenda item during a meeting. In either case, the act of
initiating by a supervisor in this context may pose some
risk, depending on the perceived. possible reception by both
peers and superiors.
Bennis (19?9) described the difficulty
usef uI

in getting

his subordinates:
Both experiences have taught me that the
biggest problem of a president- -any president
- -is getting the truth.
I've alwaYs
tried to be a very open Person and to
encourage the uEmost openness and candor from
all those around rne. Yet time and again,
after the rnost protracted and exhaustive
meetings and discussions with Ehese men and
women, I have run into one or another of them

, accurate information

f rorn

B2

Iater only to learn that some crucial question
cr irnportint disagreernent was not even raised '
'Why on earth didn't you t'aIk up?' I ask' The
u.ns**rs I g et are along these l ines : ' I didn' t
want to be calling you wrong in public ' '
,you,ve goL your areas and this is one where
you get very def ensive - ' t I tLrought I'd catch
l-ast week, but I never got
yo, ilo.re outside
,
,T
didn't think I would win the
iround. to it.
argument against you, despite the fact I felt
you were mit<ing a mistake. ' ' I didn't want to
burden you, by dropping another load on your
shoulders. reople in power have to work very
hard on getting people to telI them the Eruth.
However, Kanter has noted that uncertainty in managerial work

tends to promote conformity and unquestioning loyalty,
preferring ease of coflIlnunication over the strain of dealing

with people who are dif f erent (l-9? 9 ) . Further , the choices
between safety and risk are not often terribly clear to those
in the middle:
people often ,play it safe' in organizations,
not because they lack bravery or some other
abstract quality but because the choices are
rarely sharp. brgani zaLiona1 Iif e admits to
f ew black ana white d.ecisions; the middle
ground is comprised of varying shades of gray
(Kanter, 1979).
In other words, particularly f or the middl-e, to sLand out is
to take subsEanEive risk, which may well be unwarranted'
The division director at HCCD is primarily responsible
for representing the division's interest to the department
director, setting and interpreting the organiza?ion's policy
as it affects the Adu1t Division, and obtaining financial
resources for the division to conduct its business - Part of
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the division director's job function is to regularly appear
hefore the Hill County Board and the Hill County Judiciary
Committees. Even in this capacity, however, discretion is
severely constrained. All suhstantive requests for change or
responses to initiatives frorn these external- bodies must be
pre - approved by t,he departrnent executive director and
ul timately be rnade as that individual ' s speci f ic
representative.

This reaJity reflects observations in previous chapters
about the tendency of governmental bureaucracies to
concentrate power and conLrol at the top of the
administrative hierarchy. This concentration of power has
implications in terms of initiating change and interacting
with the environment, especially when it is coupled with the
difficul-ties inherent in communicating vertically within an
organi zaLion. The path f or downward cofirmunication at HCCD is
assured by regularly scheduled meetings, whether it be the
monthly management team meeting between the department
director and the various division heads at which the
department director sets the agendai or the Adu1t Division
management meetings where the division director conducts the
rneeting and sets the agenda; or the various unit meetings
where the unit supervisor conducts the meeting and sets the
agenda. Communication up the hierarchy is expected to occur
through one' s imrnediate supervisor , unless initiated by
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someone

higher in the hierarchy.

Init.iatives

from below,

Lhen, unless in conformance with issues already under
consideration, require obtaining access outside the regular
schedul-ed meeting s .

initiator

Thi

s requires time and ef f ort by the

of the activity.

The tension felt

between leadership and management

conceptions is affected by organizational strucLure,
organizational role, purpose, and the environrnent . In the
case of HCCD, the organizaLion structure is a well-defined
role
bureaucratic hierarchy with well-differentiated
expectations . However , the organi zat ion' s product or service
and purpose is poorly and ambiguously or only operationally

defined, outcome expecLations often inherently contradictory,
and method of delivery variable.

HCCD

operates in a complex

and dif f use environtnent, and delivers a service which,
however necessary, is not intrinsically

well-understood.

popular, valued,

Fina11y, dS a governmental agency,

Of

HCCD

is

expected to implement public policy as defined external to

it.
This l-ast point is critical in Lhat, in one very
important sense, rnanagerial tasks involve implernenting
poficies as directed, while ]eadership involves creating
them. A critical l-eadership responsibility of agency
administrators at HCCD can be viewed as seeking "to influence
the shape of policy based on an agency's experience"
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(Kadushin, 1,976; Mann, Lg65) . As experts in its area of
cofilmunity Corrections,

HCCD

possesses more knowl-edge about

the implications of policies under consideration regarding
corrections and the requirements or needs f or addi t ionalchange than is neeessarily possessed by the public policy
making bodies themsel-ves . This expertise, in terms of
leadership, would. seem to necessitate active intervention
external to the organization. Howeverr HccD is not the only
organization or collection of organizations with expertise or
significant interest in corrections and criminal justice
system issues. Further, the creation of public policy can be
more related to what is politically possible or expedient
than what is practically possible or necessary (Neustadt,
19g6; Lindbloom & Cohen, 19?9). As public policy rnakers have
a wide array of possible organi zaLions or individuals to whorn

they can attend or from whom they can attain information, it
woul-d seem necessary, in order to obtain inf luence , to
actively seek out opportunities to engage such policy makers.
As noted earlier, the department director at HCCD is
appointed by a j oint committee consisting of various rnernbers

of the HilI County District Court and the Hill County Board
of Commiss ioners . In addition to reporting directly to this
group, which exercises the direct external authority and
control over the position and organizaLion, the department
(a
d irector also report,s to the corrections ad.visory board
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of 17 individuals appointed by the county
commissioners and the district court to advise on
collection

correctional policy) , the county executive d,irector' s of f ice
Court. Those
the county board, and t,he Hill County District
five groups constitute five sources (of varying strengths) of
,

direct external controJ on HCCD. Other organizaLions'
functions and polj-cies al-so directly affect the operation of
HCCD,

including: the state legislature,

the State Sentencing

Guidelines Commission, the Hill County Sheriff's DeparLment,
et aI. The extent of these external demands presents a
First and f oremost, is that t'he
extensive nature of the obligations at the top of the
organization tend to be overwhelming for any one individual.

cert.ain dif f iculty.

Delegation of power and responsibility is a potential
of its
but entails difficul,ties
sol-ution to this difficulty,
is the previously
owrl. Not the least of these difficulties
mentioned concentration of power at the top of goverrunenta]
bureaucracies induced in no sma1l part by t,he direct external

controJ of the organizaLion. The tendency then, is to
d.elegate the responsibil i ty f or the internal operations of
the organizaLion, ds is the case at HCCD (Za1d, 1969i Bennis,
1e76).

This solution presents a set of potential difficulties
at the top in terrns of awareness of j-nternal organi zaLional
activities and needs; and a set, of problems f or the midd1e in
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terms of lack of awareness of external requirements and
tactics. How these problems attack the top will be discussed
f

irst.
The delegation of internal responsibilities by the top

has a dual impact on the organization. First, there is a
tendency to lose awareness of the activities and operations

of t,he organi zation. This is perhaps best illustrated by the
following cornments regarding a top correctionaladminisLrator:

director is away so much that she is no
longer aware of who is referring clients Lo
our program, and which programming activities
we are emphasizing. She is so active away
from the agency it is pract.ically impossible
The

to meet with her (Interview, S.K. 1988).
In this example, the critical point was that as crucial as
the environmental interaction to the particular agency is,
there was a sense of diminishing returns in that interaction
due to the decreasing awareness of internal agency
operations. As this was a smal1, with one hierarchicall-eve} , private, non - governmental Correctional agency, the
di f f icul ty , once recogni zed , was amel- iorated by delegating
external responsibilities rather than del-egating internal
responsibi 1i Eies . Nonethel- ess , the example serves to
itlustrate the difficulties inherent in cofiImunicating upward
regarding even those responsibilit,ies which are delegated
downward

in hierarchies.

BB

The lack of awareness of internal activities has
negative impact on deciding which elements in the

a

organi zaLion' s external environment demand attention
Frequently, in hurnan service agencies, minor changes in one
-

or impact on another (Sarri, L97I ) . The
following example serves to iltustrate this. The StaLe
Department of puh]ic welfare recently changed its procedures
for funding and determining eligibility for chemical
d.ependency rehabilitative services. This change was a rather

area have

rnaj

drarnatic stand.ardi zaLion of criteria f or deLermining
whether an individual needs treatment f or chernical- dependency
non

-

and whether that individual is eligible for public fund,ing

for such treatment. The department vested responsibility for
in each of the various county
d,etermining such eligibilities
welf are d"epartrnents throughout the state, and all-ocated a
specific amount of d.ollars for funding those eligible and
requiring treatment. Prior to this change, individuals who
appeared. in court and were ordered to attend a chemica1
depend.ency treatment program, were referred to and placed in
a particular program chosen either specifically by a judge or
the probation departrnent.. If they required public funding
for the treatment and were otherwise eligible for public
funding, it was paid for out of the norrnal public welf are
. Due to the changes, no public welfare money may be
spent on such treatrnent unless the local welfare department

funds
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decides such treatment is necessary, and decides the
necessary 1evel of treatment in accordance with the new state
guidelines. The impact is subtle but the result is that
courts and probation officers can no longer place individuals
in specif ic programs deerned necessary by the court ' The
impact of this change on HCCD was not perceived prior to its
perceived by
irnplernentation, and was then initially
individ.ual probation officers atternpting to utilize chemical
d.ependency prog rams f or their cl ients '

The above example serves to illustrate

the diversity

of

environmental impact upon HCCD, ds well as the importance of
attempting to attend. to a wide array of environmental
Of irnportance to this and subsequent
dt least in the specific
d.iscussions, it also illustrates,
circumstance of HCCD, how envi ronmental- change may well be
first and most significantly perceived at Lhe level of the
considerations.

probation of f icer , rather than the upper level-s of the
organi zaLion. This f actor, ds rnuch as any other, suggests
the importance to the organi zaLion of attending to
environmental developments by those in the middle of the
organi zaLion, ds their technical knowledge, cornbined with the
broader managerial appreciat j,on of the organi zaLion' s purpose
could irnprove the ag ency' s abi 1i ty to perceive and inf luence
important environmental developments'
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The delegation of internal- as opposed to external

responsibilities also poses problems for the middle of the
organization. In order to expeditiously direct or respond to
the need for change, awareness of environmental issues by
internal actors is desirable, ds the following example will
serve to illustrate

-

Adult Division has
experienced tremendous growth in volume of offenders referred
to it over the l-ast 10 years (300%, CCA PIan, 1988). Despite
As was noted in Chapter 2,

HCCD

a minor increase in staf f 02 f or the entire department, CCA
pIan, l-gBB), the number of offenders for which an individual
probation officer is currently responsible has doubled to
over 120 people. This has produced a situation in which
probation officers have distinctly Jess time to provide the

leveI of service to individual- clients, with a resultant
decl-ine in the quality of services provided by the
departrnent, whether those services are viewed in terms of the
cl- ient , the cofilmuni ty, or the court .
The reasons for the increase in volume reflecE the
diversity of sources in the environment which affect the
departrnent. In ref erence to the volurne issue, a brief
same

consideration of several examples of these sources serves to
i1l-ustrate the point that not all environmental change or
sources of change are subj ect to potential influence by the
department, and not all change is "negative. " The
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department' s increased volume has two

ma]

or

SourCeS

:

population changes and changes in sentencing policy and
practice.
In reference Lo the first issuer one that is
totally beyond. the department's control, HiIl County has
experienced a d.ramatic increase in the number of individuals
in the crime-prone ages of 18-35, particularly in those

population suh-groups most 1ikely to be apprehended for
criminal bekravior (Colernan & Guthrie, 1986b) ' This trend is
expected to continue (Ah1burg, 1986) . At besL, the
depar tment can only react to such inf o rrnation .
The second source of tire volume increase has two
components, a change in sentencing policy and rules effected
in 1gB0 (State Sentencing Guidelines , 7991) , and a change in

regarding the reJative seriousness of certain
types of of f enses, such as driving whil-e intoxicated and
child mol-estation, which has resulted in increased reporting
and prosecuLion of such offenses (Coleman & Guthrie, 1986a) Both of these areas, to some extent, are areas which the

public attitude

department could seek to establish influence, fllthough they
would be j ust one of many interested act.ors seeking such

inf l-uence.
In returning to the main point, a necessity of the
middle having awareness of how internal change may be viewed
by external acLors, it is necessary to understand that the
volume increase has been felt most negatively by individual
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probation and parole agents, and secondarily by the
Because the activities and functions of
organi zaLion itself.
a probation and parole agent are service oriented, i - e
intangible; and no evident product is produced or seen to be
used in the performance of this job, in the absence of major
-

scanda] attributable to poor performance, it is convenient
for funding authorities, such as the county board, to view

substantially increased caseloads as merely the more cost
effective provision of service. As these volume increases
coincided with an era of decreased funding availability,
staff increases have not been an available solution.
In ord.er to partially address this problem, the Adult
Division supervisors developed and proposed a plan to
el-iminate services entirely to one readily identifiable
group, i . e. wel-f are recipients convicted of welf are f raud,
who represented. a very Iow risk to the cofiununity; and

a

drastic revision of services to another readily idenEifiabl-e
group, i.e. those convicted of driving while intoxicated.
The proposals were accepted by upper management, and when
initially proposed. raised the hopes of staff that some relief
was heing obtained. However, implementation of these
proposals took an inordinate length of time, well over one
year, ds the perrnission of various interested external
sources had to be obEained. These sources included not only
the j udiciary, which was anticipated , but the l-ocal- county
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attorney,s office, the support and collections division of
the welfare department, the city attorney's office, and the
county board. Although some delay was expected in gaining
the approval of the judiciary, the delays engendered by
gaining the approval for these internal service changes from
the other actors was neither anticipated nor considered by
the supervisors. In this particular instance, oo significant
opposition was encountered to the proposed changes fronr any
of the external actors, However, because they were not
considered in the process, each required. additional time to
consider the impact of these changes on their organizaEtonsThe delays could have been circumvented had the actors been
prepared. for the ProPosal

-

the irnportance of the
organization being attuned to its environment. It also
ill-ustrates that, dt least in a practical sense, the top
cannot provide the sole source of effective environmental
interaction f or the agency. In rnoving toward cons ideration
of two issues affecting HCCD which involve interaction with
external policy making bodies noE in direct control of agency
The previous example illustrates

operations, the following considerations are very importantFirst, the concept of establishing the frame of
reference for an issue is central- to the discussion on the
exercise of leadership. By f rarning the discussion of an
issue, a l-eader atLempts to "shape the prernises of others'
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thoughts" (Huff, 1984) about that issue, i.€., how the issue
should be viewed. This concept encompasses previous
discussions of leadership as an influence process, whether it
be establishing a corporate culLure, of establishing a
cl-imate conducive to accepEing change within a work group, or
attempting to interact with external policy makers.
Second, "the issues about which policy decisions must be
made almost always involves considerable uncertainty. Policy
makers Lry to find evidence that is strono enouoh to justify
a decision, even though that evidence is rarely conclusive"
(Huf f , 1984 ) . This point emphasizes, particularIy in
considering public policy decisions hy elected officials,
that consideration of those issues involve "forces of such

great number, sLrength, and combinatory powers that one
cannot predict events in a probabalistic sense" (Quinn in
Huff , 1984). Although good strategic management decision
making in such situations may suggest that Ehe decision
making body proceed flexibly and experimentally from broad

, rnaking the latter
concrete as late as possible in order to reduce uncertainty
and to benefit from the best available information, the task
of Jeadership can be viewed sornewhat dif f erently (Nutt, 19 86 ;
Greenwood, l-987). In such situations, with multiple
competing interest groups, Jeadership and influencing others
toward a specific course of action might involve persuading
concepts toward specif ic

commi tments

9s

individuals t.o interpret the problem and potential solutions
in a particular manner, i.e ., providing t.he frame of
reference for the issue under discussion (Huff, 1984) .
Uncertainty has been def ined as a primary and f undamenta1
problern f or complex organizat.ions, and coping with such
uncertainty is the essence of management (Daft, 1983) .
Seeking to establish infl-uence which reduces uncertainty for
the organization is critical- as a leadership f unction.
In the context of HCCD , €s t,abIi shing inf luence wi th the
environment poses considerable difficulty

middle of the organization. Hill

for those in the
County policy prohibits

count,y employees f rom engag ing in publ-ic tes timony as

a

representative or identified rnember of the organizaLion
bef ore any governmental body, wi thout speci f ic , ad.vance
permissi-on (PersonneJ Ru1es, 1988) .

HCCD

policy prohibits

of the organization, in similar fashion to county
policy, from appearing before the county board without
advance permission of the department director (Policy Manual,
1988 ) , Both prohibiuions ref l"ect the reality in bureaucratic
organizations of holding the top accountable for the
organlzation's behavior. However, it also reflects the
concern of both organizations that official organi zatuion
positions which are publicly pronounced be consistent. In
other words, the county board does not want two different
county employees appearing before the same committee of the
rnernbers
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state legislature and advancing diametrically opposed
positions in the name of HiII County, nor does the executive
director of Hill County corrections desire two different
members of the departmenL appearing in similar fashion before
thre county hoard . Thi s ref lec ts the observation in the
previous chapter that differing parts of an organization may
see the environment differently, and actions that benefit one
part of an organization may negatively affect another (Gast,
1984; Pfeffer & Salanick, 1978) . While of benefit to the
organi zaLion, and certa j-nIy the organization' s head, in
ensuring control of the agency's position, these policies
pose difficul-tiBs for the middle in creating room to maneuver

to engage in discretionary activities with the environment.
In considering the above noted restrictions, it is
critical- to recognize that they restrict formal appearances
in which an individual may be ident,if ied as a representative
of the agency. There exist no formal restrictions either on
rnoni toring the activities of the external envj-ronment or on
seeking to influence actors in the environrnent in a nonof f icial capaci ty . These are two areas in which t,he middle
might seek to exercise discretion. In the first, by
monitoring the environment, a supervisor could become aware
of issues reguiring agency response and seek to utilize
influence within the agency to generate that response. For
example, a supervisor who observed st.ate Sentencing
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Guidelines Commission meetings would at least be in a
position to evaluate issues und,er consideration prior to the
development of formal recofllmendations for action by the
Commission. The second area poses a dif f erent problern, in

that the basis of authority from which the rniddle manager
might seek Eo establ-ish influence is dependent in part on
expertise relaLed to organi zational role ' However , the
supervisor cou]d arso establish the basis for professionaJ
authority by membership in a professional organization, and
use that rnernbership as the base for establishing the

authority to establish influence in the environment The following two examples illustrate both the
difficul_ties and the opportunities encountered by supervisors
at HCCD in seeking to influence change originating in the
environment. These exarnples also il-lustrate the diverse
number of inf l-uence groups in public policy considerations '
an6 the complex nature of the policies under consideration.
The State Sentencing Guidelines Commission was created
by the st,ate legislature and delegated the authority to

devise and implement rules regulating the length of criminal
sentences on all felony maters (sentencing GuideLines and
Cornrnentary, 1991). Specific changes adopted by the
commission may be reversed by the legislature.

The mernbers

of the Guidelines Commission are appointed by the governor The currently prornulgated sentencing guidelines set t'he

9B

length of prison sentences based on the assigned severity
level- of the of f ense of conviction and the of f ender' s prior
record. of felony criminal convictions' On those two
Considerations, offense severity and prior record, the
guidelines desj-gnate which offenders must he placed on
probation, and which offenders should be imprisoned and for
how 1ong. In making these distinctions, the guidelines
deliberately seek to eliminate consideration of personal

characteristics of the offender in the sentencing decision;
and seek to prevent both prison overcrowding and the need to
buil-d new prisons (State Sentencing Guidelines and
Commentaries, 1991) - These current guidelines' dlthough they
severely restrict j udicial discretion in d.et.errnining wheEher
someone should be granted probation or sent to prison, and
restrict. discretion regarding the tength of prison sentences '
do not restrict judicial discretion in establishing
conditions of prohibition when it is granted- under the
sentencing rules established by the guidelines, less than 20e"

of convicted felons are imprisoned, and' over B0P" of convicted
felons are placed on probation (sentencing Report, 1988) '
Although the guidelines reflect a "jusE deserts" model
of criminal justice intervention, due to the lack of
restrictions on setting prohation conditions, the probation
departments and judges are abre to pursue rehabil-itative and
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public safety goals based on offender characterisLics,
cofirmunity needs, and local resource availabitity.
The Guidelines Commj-ssion staf f developed, in
conj Lrnction with the State Planning Agency and the State
Department of Corrections, a proposal for the establ-ishment
of non-imprisonment, i.€., probation, guidelines which would
al1ow only the consideration of offense severity level and
prior conviction history in the setting of probation
conditions. This would extend the "just deserts" model to
the entire syst.em " The proposal would have intentionally
eliminated the ability of probation officers to recommend
probation conditions based on individual offender
characteristics, corTrmunity needs, or resource availability;
and the ability of judges to set conditions based on those
f actors (Non - Imprisonrnent Guidelines, 19 BB ) . In the view of
those advocating these guidelines, such guidelines would
e1iminate dispari ties in sentences and probation conditions
between those offenders convicted of similar offenses with

lar cr iminal- records . Thi s chang e , however , would have
significantly affected the defined purpose of agencies such
as HCCD to insure public safety through a combination of
custody, rehabilitation, and community re- integration as
s

imi

appropriate.
supervisor who regularly attends guideline
meetings to monitor technical changes brought this issue to
An

HCCD
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the department's attenLion at a supervisor's meeLingAttendance at these meetings is not a required t'ask for this
individ.uat. prior to appearing at a public hearing before
the cornmission on this matter, the department director
obtained the consent of the HiI] County judiciary and the
Hill County Board to oppose the proposal. The actual
testimony, de]egated to the Adult Division Director, was not
developed untiL the day before the public hearing'
Concurrently, an HCCD supervisor successfully persuaded the
Community Corrections Association to adopt a policy statement
opposing the creation of non-imprisonment guidelines, and
delegated Eo present this position at the publ-ic hearing -

was
As

the positions were basically congruent, the supervisor's
activities were encouraged and supported hy the department
director. Due to the overwhelming opposition to the
establishment of non-imprisonment guidelines by the entire
spectrum of crimina] justice system organizations, i . e.
county attorney associations, state public defenders office,
probation and parole agencies such as HCCD, the judiciary,
and various police organi za?ions, the proposed change was
defeated (public Hearing, 19BB) . In discussing the matter,
guidel j-nes eornmi s s ion member who s trong ly supported the
proposed. change, indicated that the various testimonies
,

successfully redefined the issue in several- cornmission
rnernbers, thoughts f rom one of equity to one of ef f ective
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a

probation service and judicial discretion (n. Cain, 1988) .
This individual, went on to point out, however, that "as
usua1, these groups show up and react to proposals we
develop, buL do not work wi th us to develop thing s that t,hey
will support" (U. Cain Interview, 1988) . This comment

reflects on Cohn's assertion regarding the desirahility of
forming interactive partnerships with such organi zations . To
accomplish something of that nature, however, would certainly
reguire more tirne expenditure by organi zaLions, whether
agencies such as HCCD or professional groups such as the
Community Corrections Association, and even earlier

intervention wi th external organizations tiran currently
exists. For example, HCCD is a relatively smaII, mediumsized organization of approxirnately 3 00 ; and has a relatively
flat (three level-s) vertical hierarchy. Unl-ess HCCD was to
form an interactive partnership only with the State
Sentencing Guidelines Cornmission it is doubtful that the
executive director would have sufficient time and energy to
participate in such a partnership. Ultimately, were the
agency to choose to engage in such activities, top
administrators would need to delegate responsibilitry for such
activities.
The second example concerns HCCD's interaction with

various elected political organizations and cofilmunity groups
concerning zoning regulations relevant. to location of
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correctional halfway houses. HCCD contracts with varlous
private organi zaLions to provide residentiar- halfway house
services f or convicted of f end.ers on probation ' such
of a
facilities are generally used to enhance the supervision
particurar offender and/or ensure the provision of a specific
type of rehabilitative service. Although the number of
offenders supervised in the cofiIlnunity has drarnatically
availabl-e
increased, over the last 10 years, the number of
is less
beds has noL, and the number of such bed's available
ty Corr ections Pl-an, 19I B ) '
The Capital City Council approved zoning regulations
drarnatically restricting the ability of residenEial
facilities serving not only corrections clients, but crients
(Task
from any disabiliEy group to locate within the city
than

10

0

(Cornmuni

Force on CRF, 1988). The city council sought and received
support in principal from the Hill County Board, and
initiated. Iegislative activity designed to approve and
local zoning restrictions ' A variety of groups are

reinforce

affected and interested in the policy considerations rel-evant
tend
to this i s sue . The res t,rictions themselves , in general '
to restrict overall size of an individuaf facility to less
than 3 5 beds and limit concentrat.ion of all f acilities
regardless of size and clientele within any particular
neighborhood (Zoning Code Changes, 19BBi ' These regulations
are in response to the tendency of such facirit.ies to locate
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and concentrate in older, central city neighborhoods where
suitable to conversion to
large, older facilities,

centers exist; where puhlic transportation tends
to he avai l*ab1e; and where services ref ated to client needs
tend to exist. Regardless of the disability groups served,
residential

these facilities

when seeking to enter a neighborhood

frequently engender a hostile response (Zoning Code Changes,
1988; Barkdu11, 1988; Mi}ler , Lgg0) . Particularly relevant
to agencies such as

HCCD,

is t,he observation by one community

organi zer that residences serving male f el-ons should and

do

generate the rnost neighborhood resistance and should be
banned entirely from residential neighborhoods (C. Repke,
Puhlic Hearing,

l-9

88,

SePt

-

*

23) .

service provider sought
(from an
Capital City approval for relocating a facility
When

an estabJished residential

"over ConCentrated " neighborhood tO an "under COnCentrated'"
neighborhood), the provider requested support from HCCD at
variety of public hearings.

a

An Adult Division supervisor was

delegated the Eask of representing the agency at these
hear ing s . Due to the ant.icipated pol i tical reaction to the
relocat,ion, the supervisor' s public testimony was
specifically limited, by the executive director, to the
agency's interest and need for additional residential
services, and the positive naLure of their prior experience
with this particular

provider.

There was a specific
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prohibition against endorsing approval of a conditional use
permit for the provider. In considering what folJows, it
should. be noted that the provider complied with all
applicable zoning regulations in seeking permission to
implement a program at the proposed site (St'aff R'eport'
1988). Approval for the relocation was denied despite this'
Of relevance to the agency's involvement in the process was
the response by various pubric officiars to the reratively
lirnited support of the provider. Af ter each hearing in the
, the department' s executive director received call-s
at home f rom the Ioca1 counEy comrnissioner, the count'y
sherif f , an6 several legisl-ators f rom tkre area inquiring as
to the agency's position and. protesting the agency's apparent
support of the application. The community interest groups in
this case were quite successful in framing the issue for
their political 1eaders as one of decreased public safety and
a threat to re-election. It was an election year for the
county commissioner, the state legislators, and the county
sheriff. HccD was notably unsuccessfully either in re-

process

the is sue or in countering communi ty f ears wi th
technical-, experiential, or research data. The hostility
pressure in this example was such that' HccD evenLually
withdrew from any support at all of the provider' s
f rarning

application.

1"0s

and

During this process, the county executive director' s
office formed a task force to look at the issue of zoning
The HccD
requirements for residential facilities.
administrator present at the county board meeting where this

task force was established. was not aware that correctional
facilities, both juvenire and adult, were to be included in
its deliberations and findings, primarily because the report
used technical facility descriptions (i.e., Rule 5, Rule 36)
The relevance Lo HCCD was
to refer to affected facilities.
noticed by a supervisor who recognized the relevance to HCCD
concerns, and raised the issue with the Division director once aware of the relevance of the considerations to both
Juveni Ie and Ad.ut t Divi s ion prog ramming , HCCD elec ted no t to
participate formaIly, €ither on this task force, of to date
at 1egislative hearings because of the hostility of the
environment regarding this particular issue and the real
potential Eo alienaEe significanE members of the county
board. . The i ssue of pol itical- risk i s hardly il lusory - At
the same tirne as this issue was proceeding in Hill County, a
very successful facility for the rnentally i11 and chemically
dependent was attempting to relocate from an inner city
neighborhood to a suburban neighborhood in a neighboring
county. The f acility also was denied a conditional- use
permit to relocate, though it met atl appficable zoning
regulations and the suburban city council had been advised
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by

their attorney that they could' not fegally deny t'he
cond.itional use perrnit. The f ollowing quote exemplif ies the
potential dangers:
Elected officials overreacted to the concerns
of their constituents and said, 'W€ don't give
a damn what the law says. Look at the room

fuII of people we have here.' (Mil}er, 1990) .
Unfortunately, HCCD's reluctance to participate formally in
Iegislative hearings on this issue may have contributed Lo
the legislature's failure to pass proposed measures which
might resolve the problems inherent in facility location
(Public Comments , VeIIenga, MCA, l-9 9 0 ) '
As can be seen f rom the previous examples, whil-e the
opportunities to atternpt to inf luence external organi zat ions
do exist for supervisors at HCCD, the uncertainty and
hostility of the environment, and the external control of the
Indeed,
agency can significantly constrain such efforts.
discretion may be severely constrained despite BrYman's
ticul-arly good leadership,
may adhere in the blunt refusal to take too much as given"
(Bryrnan, 1986). In examining HCCD, Ehe constraints on
observaLion that: "Leadership,

P&f

discretion are extensive, leaving little apparent room to
rnaneuver. The utilizaLion of exlernal prof essional
associations, as in the example pertaining Eo non
imprisonment guidelines, seems to offer some promise as a
strategy for independence. while no consistent efforts for
this are evident elsewhere in HccD, it is a method
107

used

elsewhere. Chi]d protection supervisors in Midwest State
have, over the last ten years, formed a loosely organized
association with regular meetings (fnterview Comment, J'
Brumf ield , 19I9 ) . Ind.ividual mernbership in the organi zation
is ]imited to those in middle management positions in
governrnental bureaucracies providing child protection
services. over the course of the organization's existence,
an informal relationship has developed between thris
organization and the State Department of Hurnan Services these child protection supervisors have become Seen as a

As

valued source of technical and practical information, the
Departrnent of Human Services uses the organization for
reactions to new poficy initiatives, before these policies

are enacted . The supervisors' organi zat ion, in turn, uses
its connection with the Department of Human Services to
influence poficy early, and to suggest desired policy
development. This interaction reflects the type of external
influence believed necessary and desirable by cohn, dlthough
nog in a criminal justice system (1987) . The next chapter
will discuss the findings of structured interviews with both
agency adrninistrators and external policy makers relative to
the existence, effectiveness, and desirability of mid-1eveI
managers engaging in attempts to influence action in the
external environment

-
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CHAPTER

VI

In order to supplement the theoretical and case analysis
presented. in the previous chapters, 1'2 structured' interviews
were conducted, and information from them is presented in
this chapter. These interviews are subdivided into four
agency
g roups composed o f three interviews each : cor rect'ional
supervisors ; correct iona] agency directors ; state
legislators; and a rniscellaneous group composed of a county
commissioner, a district court jud.ge, and a Sentencing
Guid.elines commission member. The interview questions are
pres ented in append ix A. The data generated f rorn these

interviews is intended only as illustration to the discussion
in previous chaPters The interview data generally presented no significant
variance from prior theoretical discussions particularfy
those concerning organizational roles and bureaucratic
structure. External actors did not have, of particularly
desire, contact with middle managers, nor did they pJace rnuch
value on technical information regarding public policy'
Internal actors consistently indicated that top
administrators bore responsibility for interaction with
superord.inate organi zaLions. The interview data is examined
relative to each of the four groups and prior discussions '
In general, there appeared to exist some opportunity for
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middle managers to estabtish influence and exercise

in the comments of both external actors
and top administrators. In aggregate, however, that view was
not shared by the supervisors interviewed in terms of desire,
support, or opportunitYThe three supervisors who participated in this
l_eadership activities

structured interview all have at least 15 years experienCe
working in correctional organizations, and at least five
years experience in their current position. T\nro are employed
by the Hill county corrections Department, and one by a
neighboring, similarly organized corrections department - of
the four groups, this group had the smallest variation in
responses to any of the guestions posed '

In discussing their job responsibilities and
obligations, all emphasized their internal unit
responsibilities for supervising professional staff - The
consistent emphas is was on monitoring and direct'ing work;
assisting, training, supporting, and evaluating staff; and
ensuring that clienE services were delivered in an
appropriate fashion. The emphasis was on providing a
reasonably stable work envirorunent in which their
subordinates could perform their assigned duties well- R.M.'S cornments are illustrative: "I keep t'he focus on
finding ways to give them (probation/parole agents) room to

do the j ob

keeping inter f erence to a minimurn
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and

making Sure they're covered" (Supervisor Interview 3) '

No

one independ.ently discussed such issues as participating in
administrative policy decisions, interacting with the

environment (except in reference to specific Cases),
interacting with upper l-evel administrators in advocating for

their uniLs, or seeking change.
In terms of time utilization, Ehe vast majority of
estirnated tirne use by the three supervisors intervj-ewed, over
j 0%, was in their of f ices either perf orming ad.mini strative
tasks or directly supervising staf f . Less than 5eo of their
time was spent in interaction with peers and superiors

. Between 10 and 2O*o of thei r activi ties invol-ved
the agency' s externa1 environment - These estimates , and they
were estimates, F€f1ect the tendency reported in previous
discussion for middle managers to spend far more time in
interaction with the external- environment than with their
combined.

peers or superiors (Luthans & Larsen, 1986; Patti, 1977)
The formal, non-case specific, dctivity these three
engaged

in with the external environrnent was lirnit'ed.

-

One

individual- rnonitored Sentencing Guidelines Comrnission
rneetings , another participated on a county - wide planning team
for chemical dependency services, and a third participated on
a state prison review tearn for inmate release. The majority

of their activities with external- agencies consisted' of
resolving disagreements about particular cases or providing
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review and consultation services to agencies serving
correctionar clients. while arr ber-ieved this external
involvement was critical to their role function' all
emphasized that they deliberately avoided policy
considerations and involvement. The two supervisors

who

part.icipate in arenas where policy considerations occur ' the
sentencing Guidel ines cornmi ss ion and the chemical dependency
planning team, ernphasized. thei r role in those arenas as
obtaining information and attempting to facil-itate client
access to service-

B.K. has regularly attended State Sentencing Guidelines
know
rneetings f or over six lrears. He commented: "I need to
I
what they, re doing, it directly affects my people
it's not my place to go out
won, t rnake speeches though
. I, 11 taf k to (a Guidel-ines cornmissioner ) on
on a limb.

the side, but that hasn't had rnuch effect"' (Supervisor
InEerview #2, 1988). J.D. was rnore emphatic: "I don't have
rnuch
enough time as it is--I'm away from the office too
(The
al-ready with this C.D. (chemical dependency) team'
directors)Candea}witht'hepolicies.-ICan,Lfindthem
right now 'to get an extra phone line- - I'm not about to stick
#1 '
my neck out tilting at windrnills . " ( supervisor Interview
1988) .

The deliberate limitation on external activities in
relation to poricy was based on four elemenEs: the perception

tL2

that such involvement was a specific duty of top
administration; that there was insufficient support for such
activities from superiors, peers, and subordinates; that
information and access to superiors was sufficiently limited
that they lack the guidance to be involved in such
activities; and finally that such activities were very time
consuming and too often unsuccessful. These concerns
directly reflect previous theoretical discussions regarding

the uniqueness of the middl-e. It was not j ust stepping
outside role expectations and the difficulties inherent in
conlmunication within hierarchies that contributed to these
supervisors' perception of risk. The political nature of
deliberations regarding policy were perceived as sufficiently
complex and variable that in the words of R.M., "They (upper
management) kept changing their minds, whatever I did was
wrong . ,, (supervisor Interview #3 , 19 BB ) . This ref erred to
R.M.,s experience on a parolee release planning team which
was rnulti - jurisdictional . Twice he was f orced to return to

the tearn and indicate that f ormulated plans were rej ected by
his agency, d.espite their initial agreement Co them and
willingness to participate. R.M. st.ilf does not know what
prornpted the reversals in commitment by his administration,
especially since the final plan was perceived as Jess
ad.vantageous to the department . However , R'M' suspects that
either fear of or active involvemenL by }ocal elected
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officials

was responsible.

The frustration

of dealing with

multiple constituencies is refl-ected in the following
observations from then-city councilperson Barbara Carlson:

Professional staff must attempt to answer Lo
the often conflicting directions of 13 council
members and mayor, in addition to the
committees before which they must appear.
They have litt1e possibility of pleasing all-

invol-ved. I have witnessed city staf f spend
hours, even days, making rounds Lo various
comrni ttees , bui lding consensus among counc i lmembers only to be jerked in the opposite
direction by the mayor at the end of the
process (1988).
Al1 three supervisors perceived the external environment
of thei r organization as extremely irnportant to the
organization, and as a prirnary source of change af f ecting the
organizaLion's operations. A stronger interaction with the
environment was advocated, buL these individuals did not see

it appropriate at their Jeve1 . In f act, al-} three used
virtually the same expressioni "! don't have the status to be
heard, " (R.M., 1988) to ref }ect their perception that their
leve1 on the hierarchy was insufficient to cornmand the
attention of ranking policy makers outside their agencies
AII would prefer top administrators to be more visibly acEive
in that external environmenE. Further, all believed that
thei r technical- and experient,ial inf ormation could he well
used higher in the administration, but emphasized that it was
-

not transmitted weI}. This vagueness in conlmunication was a
consistent theme from this group, Pdrticularfy as it applied
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to unresolved issues. Decisions made at the top were
cofirmunicated clearly downward. But inf ormation regarding
issues either under discussion or under consideration was not
perceived to be well - transmitted. either upward or downward in
the hierarchy. This increased the feeling of unease about
participating in activities with policy implications or
significant change implications.
The supervisor interviews reflect a deliberate avoidance
of activities outside role definitions in arnbiguous
situations such as occur when dealing with policy activities
within the environment. These supervisors helieved that any
,discretion they possessed in relation to significant policy
activities as opposed to specific case activit'ies in the
external environment was severely limited by the lack of
support and desire for such activities by their superiors.
and by the low potential for visible return on such
activities.

Indeed, B.K- observed:
The information (from State Sentencing
Guidelines rneetings ) is very important , but I
the (Divi s ion
rarely know what, ' s impor tant to (the
Director)
nireclor) . It seems as though
when
only
.
never retains what I've said
it
does
he asks me directly about something
(Supervisor
seem I have his f ul-I attention.

Interview #2, 1988) The second group of interviewees consist of a department
d,irector, a division director, and a manager of several
divisions, a1I of whom have over eight years of experience in
their present positions. There was more disagreement on the
11s

issues evident in this group than in the previous group;
however, several significant and important commonalities
remained relative to the supervisor or middle management

role. Across responses, these individuals were particularly
sensitive to maintaining control of any interactions by
organizational members concerning policy outside the
organi za1ion, particularly with superordinate agencies such
as county board.s, the state legislaLure, and the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission.
Responses from these personnel reflected their awareness
that Lheir organizations were particularly sensitive to

externally created change. Although there was agreement that
their organi zal-ions rnight benef it f rom attempting to initiate
change and influence strategies with external actors, this
activity was severely constrained by the necessity of
responding to matters already under consideration in that
environment. While all three had or would utilize lower
Ievel administrators to represent the organi zatrion, they did
not see this activity as generally appropriateThese directors generally perceived the role of
supervisors and middle managers as one of implementing change
within the organization as direcEed, and providing
inf ormation to thern regarding internal organi zaLion needs

issues. R.A. observed:
Even getting internal changes approved is
complicated and frustrating that spending
116

so

and

supervisorlr time on policy matters - they
initiation- - isn't appropriate ( supervi so r s ) mus t rnake sure thing s happen - that the agents carry (new rnatter/changes
but that usually means figuring ouL
out.
how to d.o i t . (AdministraLor rnLerview #2
)

,

1988)

They expected supervisors to be aware of issues under

consideration in the external environment, and desired
information of rel-evance to those issues. They tended Lo
ernphas ize the importance of receiving relevant inf ormation,
i . e. information relative to issues with which they were

currently involved. D.M. observed that involvement by
supervisors with the external environment was "an extra in a
Sense," and that: "You Can dO okay aS a Supervisor withOut
being involved, hut }ack of awareness of the broad issues can
hurt your ability to respond or affect change. "
(Administrator Interview #3, 1988) . J.G- emphasized t'haE
while unsol-icited, internally generated initiatives were
welcomed, "my priority is to put out the fires- -I can't
control the issues, I Can't even control where they pop up.
. (our initiat,ives ) generally take a back seat . "
(Adrninistrator Interview #L, 19BB) The role these adrninistrators perceived as rnost
appropriate for middle managers to assume with the external
environment was through participation in professional
organi zations on a personal 1evel, Oil inter - agency task
forces, and with subordinate agencies. This involvement

L11

their concern with middle managers being involved
in improving the internal operations of the organi zaLion and
representing the agency's interests on a practical level with
the external- envi ronrnent .
When contras ted. wi th t,he responses received f rorn
supervisory personnel , the responses f rorn top administrators
generally indicated more tolerance and expectation for both
activity and information than is perceived by their

emphasized

subordinates. They were most restrictive concerning rniddle
management involvement with external organi zai-ions which
exercise direct controJ or substantial- indirect control on
the organizaLion, such as county board, state legislature,
sentencing guidelines comrnission, and non- case specific
interactlon with judges. Interest.ingfy, none had problems
with such personnel interacting with such superordinate
agencies through the auspices of memhership in nonorgani za:ionally based professional associations. Even in
such circumsLances, however, they emphasized the need for
consistent coilrmunj-cation about activities of such personnelin that capacity.
You have to understand, we Can't be surprised.
I know tha t tes t J-mony conce rning non imprisonment guidelines) both ours and
M.C.C.A.'s was written by (a supervisor), but'
f approved it and wanted it. (Supervisors)
don't know what we're working ofi, and even
when they're right about something may
seriously damage something we need (J - G - ,
Ageney Administrator Interview, #1, 1988) .
(
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Although the concerns of these adrninistrators reflect
prior discussions regarding the concentration of control- at

the top of bureaucratic organi zaLions and' the seeming
limitation of envirorunental- interact,j-on Lo the top of such
organi zations, their responses tend to indicate reasonable
opportunities for middte managers to operate in l-eadership
capacities outside of strict organi zatrional- role definitions.
Such tolerance and support was not perceived by the
supervisors interviewed in this survey'
The state legislators who participated in the structured

interviews were well - acguainted with correctional- policy
issues. Although their responses to specific questions
varied considerably, certain consist.ent themes did emerge A central inter - related theme concerned both the type
and source of inf orrnation relative to policy. In general,
legislators considered technical issues important to the

overall success of policy initiatives . However, such
information was not perceived as a significant factor in
their consideration of broad policy issues or legislative
S.D. observed: "whil-e (technical issues) are
initiatives.
important, they realIy don',t tend to impact general policy or
legisl_ative action in the strictest sense. r expect aides
and subcommittee reports to ferret out expert opinion."
(Legislative rnterview #1, lgBB) . Of larger relevance to
them was the determination, particularly in conflictual
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situations,

of how to address a particular

issue.

Inf ormatj-on relevant to how a problern shoul-d be viewed and
addressed from that particuLar perception was seen as more
important hoth to determining general policy and to gathering
support for enactment. F.M. observed:

I don't worry about re-election in my
district, most districts are safe. I do worry
about my publ ic imag e . I want' to know
(regarding legislation) is it consistent. with
what exists, and my philosophy, and my
is there a
consti-tuent concerns.
reasonabl-e chance f or success (in passing the
legislation) , and can it be done within fiscal
I want Lo know why it's
restraints.
any controversial issue has
important
this stuf f (conf licting testimony) - - it tends
to cancel out, but is the reason practical
concerns regarding purpose get losL in
legislative passage (Legislative Int.erview #3,
1988).

The second piece of this therne concerns the source of

such information. All agreed on three primary sources: other
el-ected of f icials , aides , and constituents . There was g reat'

variance beyond those three

common

elements in Eerms of

influence from other sources. In weighing informaEion, the
familiarity and rel-iability of past performance were the
critical- element in influencing legislative opinion. As
these individuals didn't recall hearing from middle
management personnel , the l- ikel ihood of incons istent f orays
having any signif icant irnpact is deemed minirnal . Their
primary source f or technical inf orrnation, af ter their aides,
was Department of Corrections top administrators. As

t2a

P-

L.

i "l tend tc prefer state agency personnel such aS
the (Commissioner of Corrections and Deputy Assistant
Commissioner of Correctj-ons ) over others - - I know them,
they're always up here, it's absolutely no problem to reach
them" (Legislator Interview #2, 1988) . Further, all three
legislators echoed the theme coillmented upon by S . D. :
Agency directors are more appropriate for
formal testimony on issues of concern - I know
they represent a considered view and have some
practical support. When I see smaJl fry
(referring to middle managers, supervisors) I
assume the issue isn't al-I that important to
I'm not
the organi zaLions affected. .
f amiliar with thern- - their interests, and tend
not to value their comments (Legislator
Interview #L, 1988 ) .
This theme reflects the importance of social familiarity and
personal knowLedge among top decision makers which Kanter
(L9? 9 ) characterized as importanE to top ad.ministrators in
coping with uncertainty. All three legislators in these
interviews appeared to value the content of interaction based
on their personal- knowledge and farniliarity with the source.
All three legislators d.rew a distinction between formal
and. informal attempts to influence them. In the formal
arena, there was a distinct preference for hearing from top
management personnel, both on the basis of familiarity with
those individ,uals and on the basis of the authority inherent
in such positions . However, informal attempts at influence
were seen as inval-uahle . Thi s included such activi ties as

observed

speaking with legislators informally, away from publ-ic

1,2r

events; and providing bot,h inf ormation and initiatives,

i

F

written inf ormation, to legislative aides . These individual-s
perceived the latter

rol-es as much more appropriate for

middle and lower level personnel . L. P. observed:
The inf orrnal approach - - educating us , aides - - is
a good way to get us interested in issues and
needs. Realistically though, with volume iL's

difficult to get hearing or progress quickly
on any issue, but- -if you get relationship
(with a legislator or an aide ) where they
trust you- -in an area where their knowledge is
lirnited and yours reliable or where their
j,nteresE is strong - -you may develop a better
voice and some influence (Legislatj-ve
Interview #2, 19BB),
The f eg i s lators f avored the inf orma1 approach by middle
personnel for a wide variety of reasons. A conrmon element
among their responses was the non-public nature of this type
of interchange. In such settings, image, position, and
public palatability were not operating concerns. Further,
these settings were perceived as more likeIy venues for

creating inf l-uence with individuals, whether that be in terms
of creating awareness of issues or f rarning a par ti cul-ar
perception of a specific issue. F M. noted in reference to
informal act,ivities:
There's a big difference to me. Out of the
public eye. f can be more concerned with
substance and less with image.
ohtain
information not otherwise available or
publicly palatable. The information and
bargaining ( is ) also more reali ty based . This
doesn't necessarily transLate back to (to
formal fegislative action) (l-.,egislator
Interview #3, 1988) .
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The legislative responses in general- reflected much of

the previous theoretical discussion. The relative
unimportance of technical information was consistent with
previous observations regarding the lack of impact of such
informagion on public policy decisions (Neust.adt & May, 1986;
Lindbl-oom & Cohen, 197 9 ) . The obvious pref erence f or dealing
with top ad.ministrators, particularly in formal settings was
consistent wiuh prior observations regarding the interaction
of bureaucratic organiza:ions with the external environment,
particularly with superordinate organi zat ions . The noted
irnportance of how an issue is conceived lends support to the
assertion that seeking to influence how issues are perceived
is critical Eo attempting to influence public policy
decisions. The most imporLant observation, though, to the
issue of leadership activities by the rniddle of organi zaLions
such as HCCD, concern the opportunity to atEempt interaction
on an informal basis. This, from the view of the
legislators, seemed removed from the constraints placed on
formal activities, and furEher, dt least implicitfy, offered
the potential for affecting public policyThe last group of interviewees was comprised of a rather
diverse group: a county board member, a Sentencing Guidelines
Cornrnission mernber , and a district court j udge. There were no
commonalities in their responses Eo the intervj-ew questions With the 1imited sample of these interviews, this variance
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can best be attributed to their very different functions,

although other reasonable explanations may well exist.
The county board member ernphasized a strong preference

for deal-ing only with top administrators. This individual
also made a distinction between informal and formal
interactions, noting a strong preference for resolving
dif f iculties inf orrnally long bef ore the stage of f ormal ,
public meetings. Although referring almost exclusively to
j-nteractions with the county board, this individual strong Iy
be1ieved that county agency directors are the only
organization individuals who should be interacting with
policy-rnaking bodies. For this individual, the limitation
was for reasons of accountability and consistency in policy
discussions. D.J. observed:
Informal stuff might be okay, but f reaIIy
would prefer it from the top, I know those
( the county' s ) image is
people.
imporEant and I want to deal with people
. we can't
directly responsible to me.
look like we don't know what we're doing, like
with Bill Ke11y House. That was a fiasco.
People way down the line telling me publicly I
couldn't IegaIIy do things. It was grotesque. I don't intend to discount your stuff, I
agreed to appear at the MCCA conference to get
inf ormal- inf ormation f rom al l- those people That's a rnuch betLer forum than helter skelter
approaches to me or to the legislat.ure by
people at your Level (Policy Maker Interview
#3, 1988) .
The district court j udge bel j-eved the corrections
organizat.ions with

whom

he dealt were not sufficiently

in attempting to infJuence public policy.
L24

active

Al-though the judge

of being politic with those who
exercise considerable control over the organizaLion, he
believed the organizaLion's fear of conflict, even in
informal discussions, resulted in a reduced ability to
inf l-uence issues under consideration. G. D. coilrmented: "Of ten
I get the sense you're (the agency in general) Loo obsequious
to bench demands, you're reluctant Lo press or offend. "
(Policy Maker Interview #2, 1988) . Although this individual
acknowledged the necessity

believed that all 1evels of the adrninistration ought to be
more active externally on an informal basis, the importance

of the organizaLion's director's involvement in formal
situations was emphasized.
The Sentencing Guidel-ines Commission member reflected on
two important thernes. The f irst concerned the importance of
how issues are defined in discussions of public poficy. He
noted the commission's general reliance on its mission, its
staff, and the state planning agency in responding to trends
af f ecti-ng corrections. He attribut,ed the def eat of the
commission' s proposed non- imprisonment guidelines to the
ability of individuals providing public testirnony against
them to re-frame the issue and thereby redefine the problem.
In acknowledging this particular success, he noted that such
atternpts at that stage are rarely successful , flt Jeast in his
experience on the commission. Unl-ike other external actors
who emphas ized inf ormal- activi ties as a means of gaining
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influence, this individual suggested a preference for an
approach more sirnilar to Cohn's "interactive partnership. "
He noted the absence of proposals from correctional
organi zaLions to address problems under consideration by the
commission. Rather than attempting cooperative approaches,
organizations generally when interacting with commission

a reactive, adversarial stanee. C. D. observed | "I am
d ismayed at the opposition to construct j-ve changes proposed
by the comrnission, rarely are counterproposals subrnitted in
ad.vance - - collaboration on issues is nonexistent (you) just
appear in opposition with no productive or possible counter
solutions." (Policy Maker Interview #1, 1988) - He noted that
consisEent negative reaction to proposals tended to lessen or
negate the impact of the response upon the cornmiss ion' s
assumed

del-

ibera t i ons .

the structured interviews across all
four groups tended to confirm the existence of significant,
cons traints upon organizati-ons such as HCCD in interaction
with the environment. The supervisors, in particular, tended
to believe not only that their choices were limited for
Taken as a whole,

environmental- interaction, buL also that the risks of
engaging in such activity were significant.

These risks were

seen to derive from two Sources, the lack of support and

paucity of internal direction; as wel-I as the politicized
external atmosphere. Responses from the other three groups
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of inherent position role, power,
an6 authority to the legitimate interaction with external
publ ic pol icy making bod.ies . Not only was inherent pos i t ion
status important,, but also personal knowledge and familiarity
between agency administrators and public policy actors was
emphasized thre importance

consid.ered basic to the inf }uence process.
Nonetheless, responses from top agency administrators,

legislators, and. other exLernal actors also reflect that
opportunities do exist for the middl-e to interact in a
leadership capacity both within and without their
organization. The room between position demands and
constraints emphasized f or the rniddle were through
participation in professional organizations and informal,
non-public interaction with aides or public policy makersReflective of Kanter' s ( 19? 9 ) observations about middleness
and a low-risk attitude, the supervisors interviewed
perceived severely limited opportunities for such activities
There appeared an overall concern for the reduction of
uncertainty through the minimization of conflict and an
emphasis on consistencY.
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CHAPTER

VII

Instead of fighting the conjunction of forces
hetween internal and exLernal agents to
moni tor and develop prog rarn services and
programs, correctional- leaders should work
with these superordinates to forrn a more
rneaning f u} adminis
1e87 ) .

trative partnership

(Cohn

,

In this injunction are woven the rnore importanE themes
of this paper: that leadership is sornething more thran the
exercise of managerial- role responsibilitj-es; that leadership
influence in the organi zaLion' s external environment is
critical ; and that the organization' s external- environment is
the primary source of change for the organi zatrion.
Unques tionably, the prevJ-ous chapters have ref Jected , f rom
both theoretical and practical perspectives, the extensive
impact of the external environment on public corrections
agencies , particularly on HCCD . Yet it is j ust such irnpact
which on the one hand supports the assertion that interactive
leadership in the ext,ernal environment is critical to the
organizaLion, and. on Ehe other hand Constrains the
opportuniLy f or such involvernent, particularly by those in
the middle of the organizational hierarchyAs an organizaLion, HCCD's mechanistic or bureaucraLic

structure is iI} suited to responding to its complex and
unstable environment. Yet, because it is a public
organization, direcLly accountabl-e to external bodies;
because it provides an ambiguously defined and interpreted
1,28

service; and because it operates in an environment that is,
at least, potentiatly hostite; all tend to explain the
function and existence of this structure. Above all else,
this formalized, hierarchical- structure with its
concentrat ion of power and authori ty at the top all-ows
external organizations to exercise greater control over its
operations. This structure encourages and facilitates a
reactive position f or the organj-zation and its mernbers, and
ref 1ects a reality thrat the organi zaLion does exist to
implement public Policy.
As the supervisor role, a rniddle management position,
was examined. in this context, the implications for the
exercise of leadership are far from clear. Theoretical
discussions of the supervisory role ernphasi ze the importance
of these positions to organizational change. However, the
focus of such discussions was on acti-vities internal to the
organization, rnost frequently rel-ated to implementing planned
change in a work group, and. Jess frequently advocating
proposed change within the organizaLion. On a theoretical
1evel , whi Ie the irnpact of an organization' s external
environment was occasionally acknowledged, supervisory
interaction with externa] organizaEions was ignored The structured interviews with supervisory personnelreflected their perception that external organizaLion

involvement relative to policy was not supported, encouraged,
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or desired, either by upper management or significant

actors

in the environment. This perception reflected the pressures
felt by those in the middle of the organization which
promoted risk aversive activitj-es by those in such positions.
Within the context of an organization such as HCCD, such
behavior has clear implications for leadership acEivity
reducing risk involves remaining within clear role

as

Leadership, however , seems to invol-ve the
deliberate effort to create room beyond normal role
obligations in which personal discretion and influence can

boundaries .

be

employed.
Unf

ortunately, ntlrnerous comrnentators and the external

policy makers interviewed. have noted that technical
considerations appear to have relatively
publ-ic pol icy

f

little

weight in

orrnulation to date . Yet it is in this area

that middle managers tend to have the rnost relevant
information to public policy.

By virtue of their managerial

role, they are generally the leve1 of managernent most aware
of the actual and potential impact of policies enacted or
under consideration.

At least theoretically

in the public

servj-ce sector, where they and their subordinates have
extensive interaction wi th the external- environment, such
middle managers are also likely the first to perceive
developments in the envi ronment which meri t organi zai-ional- or

public policy response.

Thus, despite evidence that the
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particulars, or technical Considerations, have relatively
little weight in public policy formation, it would seem that
improvement in the creation of government policy would
require better attention to technical deLails and the
possibilities for implementation. For this to occur, it
seems necessary for rniddle managers to create the room and
exercise the opportunit j-es they may have to exerci se
leadershiP.
Although the nature of the external environment and the
organizational structure of agencies such as HCCD, dS well as

the nature of public policy making, promote low-risk, roleconforming behavior by the middle; such behavior by the
middle serves to perpetuate the squeeze. Given both
theoretical and practical realities concerning information
flow, it is unlikely that inforrnation possessed by the
organi zatrion will necessarily be available for use either
within or external to the organi zaLion without the active
effort by those in the middle to provide it.
Despite obstacles to this, it is clear that
opportunities exist for the exercise of lead.ership activities
by those in the middl-e, both f rom the perspective of external
actors and top adrninistrators. These opportunities exist
only to the extent that those in the middle actively pursue
them and acknowledge the real constraints on such activities rn considering the constraints examined in this thesis, there
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is a suggestion that such activities be of an informal
nature, preferably, but not necessarily, deriving authority
from a non-governmental professional crganizatrion. Such
strategies potentially lessen Lhe constraints placed by a
public organi zation on the activities of its members as
representatives of that organizaLion, while allowing those in
the middle the opportunity to seek to establish influence on
matters relevant to the organization.
The evidence for asserting that leadership by
supervisors in a correctional agency is something more than
the futfillment of their managerial role responsibilities,
that it is desirable, and that inevitably it involves
activities external to the organization is not hlack and
white. rt would seem, however, in this field of grey that
knowledge, particularly knowledge of the nature possessed by
middle managers, is important to public policy; that top
administrators inevitably cannot be aware of all that occurs
either within or without their organizaLion; and that to the
extent middle managers do engage in leadership activities
their contributions enhance their organization's ability to
interact rather than react with its environment.
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Appendix

A

This interview has several purposes. First and foremost
literature
is to coll-ect information not available in the
graduate
schoo]
and
finish
allowing me to complete my thesis
the
perspective
your
More practically, it is tb assess from
between
existLnce, usefulness, and amount of communication
low-middle civil- service management personnel in corrections,
such as rnyself , and external- actors whose deci s ions promote
cause, and inf ]uence change in my agency and agencies like
-

,

mine.

In the 13 broad. categories of service provided by mlr
agency , !! are rnandated by statute and only two are totally
alscrltionary. The two discretionary services are virtually,
at least at tfris time, rnandated by the court. It would seem
that organi zatrional change in my agency alrnost always
reflects public policy concerns. These concerns are often
initiated from externil sources, such as the legislature, the
Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission, the County Board,
and the judges of tfie Second Judicial District, or require
Lhe approval of these bodies in order to implement.
Three general themes from the literature are of
particular interest to me in examining the role of lower
level management. The first is that individuals such as
myself are responsible for prornoting an environment in which
in how *e d.o business is possible and expected while
"frrrrg*
rnainLaining organi zaLional- stabiliEy, i . e. creating a j ob
envj-ronm*nl where professionals can perform to the best of
Second, it is the role of top management
their abilities.
personnel, i.e., agency directors, to attend to the external
world. . And third , as l,inantom and Cohen suggest, specif ic
information, both scientific and practical, is not strongly
determinitive in the creation of publ-ic policy, and in fact
may not be desired by those policy makers '
My hope in these inLerviews is to obtain a sense both
from p"Ufii poficy makers and agency officials as to their
views regarding both the existence and desirability of extra
organi =utional contact by lower level management personnel -
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PUBLIC. POLICY MAKER INTERVI-EWS

Section I
1

on the
I am interested in public policy and its effects
your
What
is
services.
correctional
of
administration
following?
the
of
current understand,ing
a) Any toPic of Your choice
h) Non imprisonment guidelines
c) Facililv d.ispersion 1egislation, proposed and / or

current.

2

3

4

to make
policy?
public
a decision regarding
What t14>es of inforrnation do you consider most valuable
in rnating these decisions. Please try and provide three
illustrations.
How important would you consider opinions as to
technilaf/practical considerations in public policy?
From whom do you want information when you need

From whom ao you consider these opinions mosL valuable?

5

With respect to these issues regarding public
correctional admini stration, from where would
generally obtain inforrnation?
Other elected officials
a
b
\-

d
F

f)
s)
h)

i)

jl

Po Ir
Yo u

cy

and

Your aide

Constituents' concerns
Academic testimonY
Agency heads, i. e. , DOC Commissioner,
of f icial-s,

etc.

top county

State Planning AgencY reports
Middle managernent testimony, i. e, division heads/
supervi sors

essional testirnonY
Professional organization testimony/lobbying
efforts, i. €., n{innesota Corrections Associat'ion,
Minnesota Community Corrections Association,
Arnerican Corrections Association, etc.
Prof

O

the r / c ourlc i na t i on

1,3 5

6

It is not uncofilmon to have testimony frorn a variety of
For example,
sources, some of which is contradictory.
in considering one of the following two recent issues,
how d,o you weigh such test.imonY?
a)

In considering facility

dispersion legislation,

neighborhood groups and constit,uents have testified
at great length thaL they do not wish their
neighborhoods to become so-called "treatment
ghettos"; various professional advocacy groups have
testified as to the desirabilit'y of smaIl
comrnunity-based facilities ; human service
,department heads have testified as to the increased
expense involved in promoting sma1l over large

professionals providing service to
facilities;
these groups have test,ified as to the need for more
beds, the need for these beds to be located near
services (i.e, in central cities) , and have cited
research, particularly in the corrections area,
do not destroy property
that such facilities
values, increase neighborhood crirne rates, etc.
b)

In considering the proposed non imprisonment
guidelines, the state commissioner of corrections
has expressed his wish for such guidelines; the
Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Comrnission staff
have consisLently advocated for st,atistical
uniforrnity in sent.encing without regard to local
issues or offender characteristics; judges have
testified that they do noE wish for such guidelines
rernoving their discretion; comrnunity correction
ageney directors have testified as to the increased
in such
expense and administrative difficulties
change; prosecutors and defense attorneys have
testified as to the inappropriate naLure of such
guidelines; and professional groups, i . e. , MCCA,
have tes ti f ied as to the problems j-nherent in a
"just deserLs" philosophy applied to probation
which is essentialty a reintegrative concept -

Section II
1

I would l ike to talk about how rnuch , i f any , contact
you have had with middle or low level administrators in
determining public policy over the last year. If you
have had such contact, which issue(s); who initiated the
contact (s) ; what was the outcome (s) ; what is your
eval-uation of the value?
Now
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2

3

4

5

What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages in

such personnel pursuing such involvement with you or
others ?

If the pursuit of such involvement is appropriate, are
you aware that county and agency policy specifically
restricts such involvement? Given such policies, do you
think that they are desirable or not to county
In what manner?
officials?
information from
agencies d.irectly affected by the public policies you
consider and enact? Do you think you have been tol-d
what this agency really thinks wil-l happen with a given
po I icy?
Do you believe you have sufficient

In your mind, is there a difference between such civil
servants engag ing in f orrnal tes timony as an agency
representative and pursuing informal contacts with such
policy makers? (Liken this to speaking on or off Ehe
record with journalists.
)

1_
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FOR. SUPERVISOR INTERVIEWEES

7

2

In your role as supervisor, whaL do you Consider to be
yori primary responsibilities and ohligations?
Do you perceive a possible role as interacting with
actors external to our organization? If so, with whom
and toward what ends?
e.g. vendors, judges, Department of Corrections, other
corrections agencies, prosecutors, Police, Sentencing
Guidelines Commission, eounty board, state legislature,
others?

3

Have you interacted over the Jast year with any of the
ahove groups? How much of your time is spent in such
f unc

4

tions

?

(Fol1ow-up question) : If you did interact with a public
poficy maief toward change, on whose initiative, would
Vol, d; it again, and what were your f eelings about the
ac t ivi ty?
How important do you perceive such activitY ]-n your
supervisory roIe, especially as Pertains to inf luenc ing
policy matters?

5

What advantages or disadvantages do you perceive in such

6

What feedback do You receive when You have inEeracted
with such agencies? From superiors? From Peers? From

a role?

subo rd ina tes

7

?

In considering change within your organizaLion, where
does the initiative for change generally originate?
what do you perceive your role, if any, in change
proces s es ?

I

is your general opinion as to the efficacy of your
organi zaLion ieeking to influence public policy makers?
Whose role is it in the organization?

WhaE
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FOR .AGE}]CY

1,

I

3

ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEWEES

What ro1e, if any, do you perceive for Jower leve1

administrat.ive personnel in interaction witir external
actors, such as fegislators, Guidelines Commission
in affecting
members, j udges, elected county officials,
public policy concerning corrections?
Do you expect such personnel to be aware of / invol-ved

with external actors and issues? Please provide
specific examples.
Is trhis a role which is appropriate to del-egate to such
per sonnel

?

5

utilized such personnel in the last year on
issues important to the agency? If so, on which issues,
who initiated the involvernent, what was the outcome?
What is your perception of the value?
What advantages and disadvantages do you see in such

6

Do you

4

Have you

personnel pursuing such involvement?

receive inforrnation frorn such personnel which is
useible to you in such arenas? If so, can you provide
some exarnples

7

B

?

Do you see any differences
these issues?

in the type of j-nteraction

on

a)
b)
c)

With political

Solicited/unsolicited
or elected officials versus external
ag enci es
Wi-tfr dif f erent types of elected of f icials, i - e. ,
judges versus legislators
In considering involvement of such personnel with
external actors, what are your views regarding the
following types of potential involvement:
In the supporE of prornulgated agency pol icy
a)

b)

preapproved by upper administration
fn the support of agency policy/mission, although
not specif ica11y supported and,/or preapproved by

c)

upper administration
A technical response to a question initiated by
external agency regarding public policy under
cons id

erat i on
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an

Initiation by the lower level adminisLrator of a
current concern regarding public policy to the
po I i cy rnake r
e) on an issue with financia] versus non fi-nancial
impl ications
Moni toring external- processes wi thout providing any
f)
input to the policy makers
g)
Providing information as a represenLaLive of a
professional organization rather than as an agency
r ep re s enta tive
h) In some other capacity of your choosing
9
Have there been any specific repercussions from
supervisor testimony, either positive or negative, on
the agency? (For exarnple, regarding residential
conditional use permit this past year and regarding the
non irnprisonment guidelines issue.
10. What changes or differences do you think would occur if
supervisors were more or Jess active with ext.ernal
policy makers than is currently the case?
11. Do you bel-ieve that public agencies, such as the
Community Correct j-ons Department, are particularly
sensitive to change initiated by external agenLs? If
so, is it either appropriate or productive to be
proactive in this process?
12. Candidly, do you feel a supervisors role is creating an
environment which promotes change? If so, in what wdy,
d)

)

i.e.:

a
b

c)

In response to predeterrnined ag ency pol icy
In an attempt to internally redirect agency policy
In interaction with external agents and agencies
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